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PROSPECTS FOR THE RULE OF LAW IN CYBERSPACE
By Keir Giles is the Director of the Conflict Studies Research Centre (CSRC)

A

t the time of this writing, the events during
the 2016 presidential election campaign have
focused intense attention on the dangers of hostile
cyber and information operations by foreign powers.
The legality under international law of this kind of
interference in another state’s information space has
been the subject of long discussion, both bilaterally
between the United States and other major cyber
powers, and internationally at the United Nations (UN)
and elsewhere.
In this Letort Paper, completed in late 2015, British
researcher Keir Giles provides a guide to the various
and conflicting trends in this debate. As a long-term
scholar of the Russian approach to cyber policy and
legality in cyberspace, Giles places the discussion, and
U.S. concerns, in an international context. In particular,
he explains the deep ideological divides on the correct
course of action to take between the United States and
its allies on the one hand, and a large group of nations
led by Russia and China on the other.
Mr. Giles’s previous work has highlighted the broad
interpretation and application of “cyber power” by
adversarial actors, including the potential for a range
of hostile information activities that the United States
would classify in entirely different domains. With this in
mind, the Strategic Studies Institute recommends this
Letort Paper not only to policymakers and researchers
focusing on law and policy in the cyber field, but
also more broadly to those engaged in protecting

the United States against other forms of information
operations including subversion, destabilization,
and disinformation. As is shown in this Letort Paper,
legislative initiatives by potential adversaries provide
important insights into the conceptual framework within
which they consider and plan unfriendly actions.

INTRODUCTION
The application of international law and legal principles
in cyberspace is a topic that has caused confusion,
doubt, and interminable discussions between lawyers
since the earliest days of the internationalization of
the Internet. The still unresolved debate over whether
cyberspace constitutes a fundamentally new domain
that requires fundamentally new laws to govern it
reveals basic ideological divides. On the one hand,
the Euro-Atlantic community led by the United States
believes, in broad terms, that activities in cyberspace
require no new legislation, and existing legal obligations
are sufficient. On the other, a large number of other
states led by Russia and China believe that new
international legal instruments are essential in order
to govern information security overall, including those
expressed through the evolving domain of cyberspace.1
Analogies for the current state of regulation in
cyberspace are commonplace. The domain has been
compared to the early days of highway regulations,
or to maritime law. In each of these cases, the norms
that were based on trust were eventually formed into
cybersecurity-review.com
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customs, and were finally codified as law. Russia in
particular argues that the challenges presented by
cyberspace are too urgent to wait for customary law
to develop as it has done in other domains; instead,
urgent action is needed.
The following Letort Paper will provide an overview
of moves toward establishing norms and the rule of law
in cyberspace, and the potential for establishing further
international norms of behavior. It will also highlight
opposing views on the nature of legality in cyberspace;
and how and where those views are gaining
global support.
It will be shown that despite persistent and longterm
campaigning by a number of states for new binding
international agreements, at present the most
successful initiatives are primarily establishing norms
on proper behavior through commercial interaction,
and building confidence through bilateral confidence
building agreements.

TO LEGISLATE, OR NOT TO LEGISLATE
Russian senior officers agree with Admiral Michael
Rogers, Director of the National Security Agency (NSA)
and head of U.S. Cyber Command, that deterrence
in cyberspace faces serious challenges,2 and that
analogies with nuclear deterrence are flawed. However,
unsurprisingly, they disagree with his proposed
remedy of enhancing deterrence by increasing the
United States’ offensive capabilities. With escalation
of cyber conflict likely, proliferation easy, and public
attribution challenging, one Russian proposal is for
a binding international agreement under the aegis of
the United Nations (UN) that bans hostile actions in
cyberspace altogether.3
This reflects a fundamental Russian objection to
the concept of international law already applying to
cyber conflict: the argument that the militarization
of information space and cyber conflict should be
prevented outright, rather than regulated. At the same
time, Russia has also persistently proposed that
technical means be developed for the recognition
of facilities in cyberspace that are protected under
international humanitarian law, such as hospitals and
medical facilities.
8
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Proposals range from simple top-level domains that
are designated as protected, to an industry-wide set of
recognized domain extensions for protective marking
of validated resources, or even a simple register of
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. In this case and
others, close examination of Russian proposals
often swiftly uncovers points that render them either
unworkable in practice, or unacceptable to Western
sensitivities.4 Foremost among these is the assertion
by Russia, China, and a wide range of other nations
that content must be regulated, in addition to code.

HARMFUL CODE OR HARMFUL CONTENT
As well as disagreement on the need, or lack of a need,
for new legislation, there is a fundamental schism in
international discussion on what exactly ought to
constitute illegal behavior in cyberspace. Russian and
Chinese information security policies express a holistic
approach to countering information threats, particularly
by recognizing the problem of harmful content as well
as the strict “cyber” issue of harmful code.
Until very recently, Western theorists and
policymakers on cyber issues were, by contrast,
broadly unreceptive to the notion of harmful content.
The notion that free expression of opinion constitutes
a danger was seen as something wild and exotic, and
rejected a priori, while freedom of expression and free
movement of information across borders was held as
sacrosanct. This schism became clear at the World
Conference on International Telecommunications
(WCIT) in Dubai in December 2012. In the wake of the
Arab Spring, the Internet was perceived by Russia as
a threat to domestic peace and power structures, upon
which Russia actively promoted international norms to
guide states’ behavior in cyberspace; a call that stems
from the notion that the virtual borders in cyberspace
can correspond with physical state borders, thereby
reaffirming the principles of sovereignty and nonintervention.5 Russia went to WCIT with such a
security-driven Internet governance agenda, proposing
a state-supervised Internet.
The extent of support for the viewpoint championed
by Russia from those countries that share similar
concerns about the cyberthreat took the Euro-
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Atlantic consensus by surprise. Although Russian
initiatives have been mostly discounted or ignored in
the West, this is not their only audience, and Russia
has been busy gathering support from countries not
usually considered cyber powers, but that have a
perfectly valid vote in fora such as the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) or the UN itself. This
is possible because, while many of the proposals
appear counter-intuitive, outdated, unworkable or
otherwise unacceptable to a Western audience,
they appear comforting and reasonable in those
other parts of the world that see a potential threat in
the unrestricted circulation of information, including
hostile and damaging information, both domestically
and internationally. When Giuseppe Abbamonte of
the European Commission’s Directorate General for
Communications Networks, Content and Technology
(DG CONNECT) stated publicly that a key part of
European Union (EU) cybersecurity strategy is:
“engaging with third parties and making sure that we
export our values [emphasis added],” many of those
hearing him would not have taken into account that
there are substantial parts of the world that do not wish
to have their values exported to them from Brussels6
– and in fact, precisely this kind of export is construed
as a direct information security threat in Russia’s
Information Security Doctrine.7

UKRAINE AND ISLAMIC STATE (IS)
The basic U.S. and Western assumption that freedom
of expression and free movement of information online
are untouchable has now been questioned, in the
face of two distinct challenges to Western societies:
Russian information war activities centered around the
conflict in Ukraine; and the Islamic State (IS), with its
own specific aims.
In both cases, a key element of the challenge is
subversive disinformation and propaganda produced
by “a multi-tiered online media operation in which
a number of production units . . . produce content
consistent with the core . . . message.”8 The result of
both is that, for the first time in generations, the West
has been forced to reconsider the application of the
liberal principles of freedom of expression in a practical

applied context – not on the basis of idealism, but in
dealing with a problem that is real and immediate.
In the case of Russia, cyber activities in the broad
sense are critical to offensive disinformation campaigns,
whether establishing sources for disinformation by
setting up false media outlets online,9 or using social
media to address targets of opportunity for subversion
and destabilization efforts apparently unrelated to
events in Ukraine.10 These activities are augmented
by the ubiquitous activities of trolls and bots that
exploit specific features of the relationship between
traditional and social media in order to both plant,
disseminate, and lend credibility to disinformation.11
They combine for effect with a broad range of other
measures, such as Russian propaganda outlets
being coy about their affiliation in order to seduce
viewers in the United States and elsewhere,12 links
with far-right political parties to garner direct political
influence,13 and old-school subversive measures such
as: “NGO [nongovernmental organization] diplomacy,
or establishing and assisting pro-Russian youth
groups, minority and separatist organizations, and
think tanks abroad.”14 The result is that externally,
the multiplicity of deceptive narratives put forward
by Russian information campaigns find fertile ground
among populations that are not well informed on the
realities of history, geography, and the issues at stake
in Ukraine.
IS’s active social media presence has prompted
private companies like Twitter to take down social
media accounts and block hashtags. These moves
have received broad popular support, but have also
been criticized by online freedom advocacy groups
such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation. Twitter and
similar corporations are accused of opacity on their
policy of taking terrorist content offline, including the
reporting threshold for triggering removal, and whether
they themselves are actively searching for terrorist
accounts – and if so, according to what criteria.15
Facebook is criticized for not publicly releasing data
on U.S. Government censorship requests.16
This debate continues. In March 2015, senior
members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee sent
a bipartisan letter to Twitter urging them to increase
cybersecurity-review.com
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efforts to combat groups like the IS. “Companies need
to ensure that their social media services are not
being hijacked for terrorist use [emphasis added].”17
The request was met with understanding, but was also
countered with the argument they wish to preserve:
“the ability of users to share freely their views –
including views that many people may disagree with or
find abhorrent [emphasis added].”18 As an international
company, Twitter must necessarily deal with the
implication that complying with one government’s
request to censor all pro-IS users could lend support to
another, less liberal government’s requests to censor
all anti-government users.
In an example of a de facto norm being outsourced
to the private sector – since the U.S. Government and
other countries have, in effect, delegated the task –
corporations have developed their own codes of conduct
for the content they will agree to host, to remove, and
for their capabilities to censor objectionable content.19
Although it has recently come to prominence, this is
not a new phenomenon. It echoes early debates from
the 1990s onward concerning where responsibility lies
for the availability of illegal content found online: with
the user, the service provider, or the state.
However, the result is that different private actors,
applying different codes and standards, engaging
in private forms of censorship on their own behalf

the threat of deliberate harmful content distribution
became undeniable.
David Fidler, senior fellow of the Council on Foreign
Relations, has proposed solutions that involve
transparent cooperation of the U.S. Government
with private companies. He suggests that the U.S.
Government should publicly issue a presidential
directive setting out the circumstances under which it
will request that private companies take down content.
He also pushes for private companies to explain their
policies and subject them to review by independent
experts, and for the government’s Privacy and Civil
Liberties Oversight Board to oversee government
requests and report on them to Congress and
the public.23
While the idea of harmful content, in the way Russia
and China perceive it, is no longer outrageously
unacceptable, the balance is yet to be found
between developing an effective domestic countersubversion strategy while not setting a dangerous
precedent of censoring content online. If mishandled,
the response to online subversion by IS and Russia
could provide the means for abuse within the United
States as well as other countries, to censor not
just terrorist content but also dissenting opinions
in the manner of authoritarian states that use an
“extremist” label to censor anti-government social

have generated confusion and shown inconsistency.
Google’s policy directors are opposed to blanket
censoring of IS content on its search engine and video
platform YouTube, despite a stated desire not to become
the distribution channel of terrorist ideology. Google
states: “Enforced silence is not the answer. Drowning
out the harmful ideology with better messages, with
reasonable messages, is the better way [emphasis
added].”20 This too reflects a broader debate: some
proponents of censorship have suggested a holistic
government-initiated counterinsurgency tactic online,
by increasing censorship and marginalizing IS;21 while
others have suggested copying Chinese and Russian
propaganda tactics, by saturating the web with counter
narratives, and drowning IS propaganda in a sea of
fake propaganda.22 Neither approach would have
appeared acceptable just a few years previously, before

media accounts.
Despite the clear and growing evidence of
challenges in this field, it can be assumed that the
United States will not wish to follow the Chinese and
Russian lead on restrictions of civil liberties.
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The Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC).
A keystone element of the ongoing legal debates
revolves around whether, when, and to what extent
LOAC can apply to hostile actions carried out through
cyberspace, and hence the sub-topic of what precisely
constitutes an “armed attack” online. A wealth of
informed legal commentary on this topic is available,
and this Letort Paper will not replicate it. Instead,
it will provide an overview of the current state
of the debate and progress toward international
agreement.

THE RULE OF LAW IN CYBERSPACE

UNITED NATIONS GROUP OF GOVERNMENTAL
EXPERTS (UNGGE)
The UNGGE on Developments in the Field of
Information and Telecommunications in the Context
of International Security is the only UN platform where
state behavior in cyberspace is discussed. The group
was also named tactically, to avoid discussion on
information security versus cybersecurity. This was an
essential step, since some states deliberately avoid
any use of the term “information security” in official
statements because of its negative associations. Even
if the phrase is the most appropriate one to describe the
topic under discussion, it has been sufficiently tainted
by association with the regulatory stance adopted by
Russia and China in particular, that it is shunned in favor
of the more acceptable “cybersecurity.”24 The proposal
to establish the group came from Russia in 2003, with
a remit to “study existing concepts and approaches
and analyze current international legal provisions
relating to various aspects of international information
security.”25 Since then, the group has produced three
consensus reports and convened again in 2016. After
years of stalemate, the 2013 report appeared to be a
breakthrough, affirming a consensus that: International
law, and in particular the UN Charter, is applicable,
and is essential to maintaining peace and stability and
promoting an open, secure, peaceful and accessible
ICT [information and communications technology]
environment.26 How exactly the law applied and when,
however, remained unspecified, and was the subject
of further debate. The 2015 report thus went deeper
into the application of international law. It did, however,
exclude the milestone from the previous report: that
the UN Charter in its entirety applies in cyberspace.
Specifically, the authorization of the use of force in
self-defense against an “armed attack,” as described
by Article 51 of the UN Charter, was revoked.27
According to James Lewis, the group’s rapporteur and
director of the Center for Strategic and International
Studies’ Strategic Technologies Program, the proposal
was rejected by a bloc of nations, including Russia,
China, Pakistan, Malaysia, and Belarus. The Chinese
argument was apparently that they did not want to
include reference to Article 51, because this would

militarize cyberspace. According to Lewis, there was
also an unspoken concern that the United States would
use Article 51 to legitimize offensive counteraction for
major breaches attributed to Chinese and Russian
hackers.28 Accepting the applicability of LOAC, some
states fear, will set the circumstances in which a state
is justified in invoking its right to self-defense. However,
it also risks encouraging the perception that all activity
not expressly prohibited would be acceptable.29
On the application of international law, the 2015
UNGGE report outlines which of the principles of
the UN charter and international law do apply to the
use of ICTs:
• State
sovereignty,
jurisdiction
over
ICT
infrastructure within their territory, and sovereign
equality;
• Settlement of international disputes with peaceful
means;
• Refraining from threat or use of force;
• Respect for human rights and fundamental
freedom;
• Non-intervention in the internal affairs of other
states;
• States must not use proxies to commit
internationally wrongful acts using ICTs, and
should seek to ensure that their territory is not used
by nonstate actors to commit such acts;
• States must take responsibility for internationally
wrongful acts attributable to them under
international law. The indication that an ICT activity
was launched or otherwise originates from the
territory or the ICT infrastructure of a state may be
insufficient to attribute activity; and,
• International legal principles of humanity, necessity,
proportionality, and distinction are applicable to the
use of ICTs.
The UNGGE did also identify voluntary, non-binding
norms for responsible state behavior, to create an
international code of conduct for information security:
• States should cooperate to increase stability
and security in the use of ICTs and prevent ICT
practices that are known to be harmful. They
should create a global culture of cybersecurity to
cybersecurity-review.com
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protect critical information infrastructures (capacity
building);
States should not conduct, or support ICT activity
that intentionally damages critical infrastructure;
States should not allow their territory to be used
for, or support internationally wrongful acts using
ICTs;
States should cooperate to exchange information,
assist each other, prosecute terrorist and criminal
use of ICTs and implement other cooperative
measures to address such threats;
States should respect human rights on the Internet,
and the right to privacy in the digital age, including
the right to freedom of expression;
States should ensure the integrity of the supply
chain so that end users can have confidence in the
security of ICT products;
States should seek to prevent the proliferation of
malicious ICT tools; and,
States should encourage responsible reporting of
ICT vulnerabilities.

The 2015 report was drafted by 20 experts, five more
than the 15 experts that participated in the 2013 report.
While expanded, the group still is very small in size.
This limited participation presents both a weakness
and a strength of the UNGGE. The small membership
allows the group to come to a consensus quickly. The
participation of the powers wielding a veto in the UN
Security Council, and an equal geographical distribution
of participating countries, gives the consensus
significance since it unites important differing opinions.
However, the lack of universal involvement of all UN
member states means it is not representative and
thus has no legally binding power. The evolution of the
work of this group to a UN committee would be a slow
process.
Nevertheless, the representative sample of
opinions presented within the UNGGE does provide
a framework for further implementation by regional
initiatives. For now, reports issued there carry no more
than moral force.

The power of the group and of these consensus
reports is limited. Many of the delegate experts are not
authorized to make national statements on behalf of
their countries, and the reports have the status of nonbinding recommendations. The UNGGE advises states

The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable
to Cyber Warfare is a handbook created by a group of
international experts on how LOAC can be applicable
in cyberspace. The manual is an initiative by the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to offer guidelines

to give active consideration to these recommendations,
and to take them up for further development and
implementation.
The 2013 report was subjected to a vote at the UN
General Assembly, but the consensus required to
adopt the report as a resolution was not reached. Little
further progress was made in the 2015 report, most
likely because not all the countries with strong interests
in the regulation of cyberspace were involved in the
drafting of the report. States like India had already
expressed their discontent with the report before it
came out, since it was not allowed to contribute an
expert for the group. This was a simple administrative
decision
rather
than
deliberate
exclusion;
India was too late responding to the call for
nominations, as the group is composed on a first come,
first served basis.

to state legal advisors.30
The Tallinn Manual has posited that the general
principles of international law do apply to cyberspace,
including jus ad bellum and jus in bello. The manual’s
95 rules define: state responsibility in cyber operations,
applying the principle of prohibition of the use of force,
the circumstances in which self-defense may be
invoked, the conduct of parties during cyber hostilities,
and more. The most important findings assert: “an
international armed conflict exists whenever there
are hostilities, which may include or be limited to
cyber operations occurring between two states or
more,” and that “cyber operations alone might have
the potential to cross the threshold of international
armed conflict,” although such conflict triggered solely
in cyberspace has not yet occurred. In the manual,
the experts confirmed that the instance of Stuxnet,

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
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Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 12

a cyberattack on Iranian nuclear facilities with kinetic
consequences, would have constituted a use of force,
but did not reach the threshold of an armed attack.
Under the manual, a cyber operation can be retaliated
against in self-defense, but only if the conditions of a
cyber armed attack (“use of force” resulting in serious
physical injury and damage) are met.31
The Tallinn Manual was drafted by a group of
lawyers representing the Euro-Atlantic consensus on
law in cyberspace, and has not been widely adopted
by the international community, in part because of
the lack of participation by nations from other regions
of the world. This applies even to France; according
to Jean- Christophe Noël, of the Policy Planning
department in the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
France is not in agreement with the provisions of
the Tallinn Manual, since there is no concept of preemptive defense in French law – “the concept is too
Anglo-Saxon.” Instead, France is willing to promote
the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
or the Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe (OSCE), to be discussed further in
this paper.32
Many experts agree that the development of
peacetime norms may ultimately be more important
than establishing how international law applies during
armed conflict. The majority of current cyber conflicts

EXISTING RULES AND AGREEMENTS
Cyber Weapons.

take place far beneath the level of armed conflict, and
a lack of state practice on the actual use of force in
cyberspace creates assumptions on how to respond
without experience in actual situations.
The follow-on project, known as Tallinn 2.0,
continues this reflection and focuses on the application
of international law to cyberspace in peacetime.
Originally scheduled to be published in late-2016, it
will analyze the application of existing laws in the case
of cyberattacks that are below the threshold of armed
conflict, and address questions related to attribution
and possible responses.
The creation of norms is also deemed more
important, as well as producing trust through
confidence building measures (CBMs). The next
section of this Letort Paper explores the existing rules
and ongoing development of norms.

license.35 The proposal was promptly withdrawn.
The EU is also proposing to implement the
Wassenaar Arrangements, with reference to software,
but has specified in more detail which software and
for what purposes the export will be controlled.36
Takinginto account that intrusion software and zero-day
vulnerabilities can have useful and benign application,
the EU installed safeguards for research purposes,
preventing ethical hackers from being penalized. Its
drafting process has encountered less resistance
from the cybersecurity community, but it is still under
scrutiny by researchers who vehemently oppose any
export controls on intrusion software. The addition of
human security in the EU amendments through an EU
resolution shifts the policy focus to controlling software
that is detrimental to human rights and freedom of
expression.37
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In December 2013, signatories of the Wassenaar
Arrangements – an international regime regulating
exports of conventional weapons and sensitive dualuse
items and technologies with military end-uses –
agreed to impose restrictions on exports of IP network
surveillance systems and intrusion software in order to
prevent “cyber proliferation.” Restrictions were imposed,
among others, on “zero-day” vulnerabilities that are
purchased by governments as well as other customers
for the purpose of targeted attacks.33
In July 2015, the U.S. Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) attempted to implement the Wassenaar
Arrangements, proposing a broader set of controls than
intended in the Wassenaar text. BIS was challenged by
the cybersecurity industry that had not been properly
consulted on the specifics of such export controls.34 They
argued that controls on software deemed malicious can
also hurt cybersecurity research, and as a consequence,
make the Internet less safe. This is because the same
offensive techniques that are developed to bypass
existing computer security measures are also used by
security researchers to highlight weaknesses in order
to fix the vulnerable software. It became clear that the
BIS proposal for implementation in effect, amounted to
prohibiting the sharing of vulnerability research without a
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Confidence Building Measures (CBMs).
The development of a range of international CBMs
in various international organizations, including the
OSCE, the Organization of American States (OAS),
the SCO, and more indicates a shared perception
of threats and an affinity of threat perception. The
challenge now appears to be expanding these shared
CBMs beyond regional boundaries, and beyond the
boundaries of groups of like-minded states.
CBMs are not legally binding rules, but they can
often be just as effective in maintaining security and
trust. They have practical applications, but are also the
foundation for arriving at cyber norms and fostering
responsible state behavior. CBMs prevent or reduce
the risk of conflict by eliminating the causes of mistrust
and miscalculation between states – an especially
complex field, given the invisible and unverifiable
nature of many preparations for hostile action in
cyberspace.
This section will provide an overview of the impressive
range of CBMs that have already been implemented
through the work of international organizations.

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE).
The OSCE developed a groundbreaking set of 11
voluntary CBMs that were adopted in December 2013
by its 57 member states. These were:
• Exchanging views on various aspects of national
and transnational threats to and in the use of ICTs;
• Facilitating cooperation among competent national
bodies and exchange of information;
• Consultations in order to reduce the risks of
misperception, and of possible emergence of
political or military tension or conflict;
• Sharing information on measures taken to ensure
an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable
Internet;
• Using the OSCE as a platform for dialogue,
exchanging best practices, awareness-raising, and
information on capacity-building;
• Putting in place modern and effective legislation
to facilitate bilateral cooperation and information
exchange between competent authorities;

• Sharing information on national organization,
strategies, policies, and programs relevant to the
security of, and use of, ICTs;
• Nominating a contact point to facilitate pertinent
communications and dialogue;
• Providing a list of national terminology related to the
security of, and in the use of, ICTs, accompanied
by an explanation or definition of each term;
• Exchanging views using OSCE platforms
and mechanisms to facilitate communications
regarding the CBMs; and,
• Regular meetings of national experts to discuss the
information exchanged and explore appropriate
development of future CBMs.
More than three-quarters of OSCE participating
states have already exchanged the specified
information with other states, and the OSCE is observing
and encouraging the voluntary implementation of the
remaining CBMs. A further set of measures is being
developed, with a focus on cooperative and “stability
measures,” whereby individual states commit to refrain
from taking certain actions against each other.38
The UNGGE 2015 report based its recommended
CBMs heavily on the 2013 OSCE voluntary measures,
and in return, the next set of OSCE measures
will be in line with the recommendations of the
UNGGE report.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) Regional Forum.
In 2012, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the ASEAN
tasked the ASEAN Regional Forum with the promotion
of dialogue on confidence-building, stability, and riskreduction measures among its members in ensuring
cybersecurity. The ASEAN Regional Forum was also
mandated to develop a work plan on ICT security,
focusing on practical cooperation on CBMs.
The ASEAN Regional Forum work plan, presented
in 2015, proposes the establishment of an open-ended
study group on CBMs. The workshops and preliminary
reports that have been produced in support of that
study group are reportedly also building on the OSCE
set of CBMs.
cybersecurity-review.com
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The Organization of American States (OAS).
The OAS became the first regional body to adopt
a cybersecurity strategy through approval of their
resolution, “Comprehensive Inter-American Strategy
to Combat Threats to Cybersecurity,” in 2004. This
strategy encompassed a number of initiatives aimed at
strengthening trust between member states. The main
objectives of the Secretariat are to establish national
“alert, watch, and warning” groups, creating a network
of these Computer Security Incident Response Teams
(CSIRTs); and to promote a culture and awareness of
cybersecurity.39
CBMs in the OAS context have been primarily
focused on cybercrime or infrastructure-protection
capacity building initiatives, with the aim of preventing
states from becoming a safe haven or permissive
environment for cybercriminals. A working group of
the OAS Committee on Hemispheric Security was
tasked with the unification of the criteria for reporting
confidence- and security-building measures (CSBMs),
and created a consolidated list in 2009.40
The implementation of these measures has been
delegated to the Inter-American Committee against
Terrorism (CICTE), the process of the Meetings of
Ministers of Justice or of Ministers or Attorneys General
of the Americas (REMJA), and the Inter-American
Telecommunication Commission (CITEL).

Bilateral and Regional Agreements.
Several other codes of norms and good behavior have
been constructed in bilateral and regional agreements.

Cybercrime: The Budapest Convention.
The 2001 European Convention on Cyber Crime (The
Budapest Convention) is the first international treaty to
address computer and Internet crime, and was explicitly
intended to increase cooperation among nations. The
Convention was drawn up by the Council of Europe
and ratified by 39 countries. The Convention identifies
certain offences against the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of computer data and systems as
criminal activities. Under these offences is understood:
• Illegal access to data (when infringing security
measures);
16 CYBER SECURITY REVIEW, Spring 2017

• The interception of data and interference
(damaging, deletion, deterioration, alteration or
suppression of computer data);
• Access, interception, and interference of systems;
• Creating devices and computer programs designed
to make the above offences possible;
• Computer related fraud and forgery;
• Infringement of copyright; and,
• Offences in content, related to child pornography.
The signatory countries of the Convention are legally
obliged to prevent, investigate, and prosecute all these
actions. Through the Budapest Convention’s Mutual
Legal Assistance (MLA) provisions, cooperation has
improved and effective measures against cybercrime
have been undertaken.41 The advantages of the
Convention as a means to resolve conflicts through law
enforcement have been recognized outside Europe.
Non-EU countries such as Australia, the Dominican
Republic, Japan, Mauritius, Panama, Canada, and the
United States are also signatories.
With the possibility for accession of non-EU countries
to the Convention, the Convention can still grow to
become a comprehensive international framework
for all states. Brazil, China, and India; however, have
argued that a treaty negotiated by Europe is inherently
inapplicable to non-European countries, despite the
fact that non-European countries are already party to
the Convention, and a large proportion of international
law that applies today stems from negotiations amongst
Europeans.42 Russia in particular, has long argued
that the Budapest Convention is fatally flawed, as its
provisions on access to foreign information systems
violate state sovereignty. This claim was rejected
in December 2014 by the committee that oversees
the treaty.43 Russia also argues, however, that the
Convention should be replaced with “an entirely new
document with worldwide application . . . since the
Convention itself does not allow amendments.”44
The counter-argument runs that an open-ended
intergovernmental expert group already exists to
conduct a comprehensive study on the problem
of cybercrime, with the possibility of launching
negotiations on a new cybercrime treaty under UN
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auspices, but this has so far not shown any results.45
Furthermore, a new Treaty is unnecessary when the
Budapest Convention has already been tested and
approved by many countries and can be expanded to
the rest of the world.

European Union (EU).
The EU Cybersecurity Strategy adopted in 2014 defines
norms of behavior in cyberspace that all stakeholders
should adhere to, following the same principles as core
EU values. It has put forward proposals to fill legislative
gaps identified in its National Infrastructure Strategy
(NIS) on national capabilities, coordination in cases of
incidents spanning across borders, and private sector
involvement and preparedness.
On matters of international security, the EU
encourages the development of CBMs in cybersecurity
to increase transparency and reduce the risk of
misperceptions in state behavior. The EU does not,
however, support the creation of new international
legal instruments for cyber issues.46

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
NATO’s enhanced policy on cyber defense, endorsed
by Allied defense ministers in June 2014, confirmed
that international law applies in cyberspace.
Therefore, Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty
on collective self-defense can be invoked in case of
a cyberattack with effects comparable to those of a
conventional armed attack. However, Jamie Shea,
Deputy Assistant Secretary General for Emerging
Security Challenges at NATO Headquarters, has said
that the Policy does not set any detailed criteria for the
activation of Article 5, which would have to be decided
by the Allies on a case-by-case basis.47

United States-Russia.
In June 2013, the United States and Russia signed the
first bilateral agreement to reduce the risk of conflict in
cyberspace through real-time communications about
incidents of national security concern.
A hotline on cyber incidents was established as
one of the components in the existing Direct Secure
Communication System between the White House and

the Kremlin. The exchange of technical information
between the U.S. Computer Emergency Response
Team and its Russian counterpart is another important
agreement that is the first part of a set of CBMs.48
Russia views the bilateral agreements between
itself and the United States, concluded in person by
Presidents Obama and Putin, as far more advanced
and significant than agreements with the EU, and has
gone as far as to describe the agreement as a “pact on
electronic non-aggression.”49
However, the agreement on information exchange
was welcomed by both sides as a mechanism for
removing elements of suspicion or doubt, important
to improve trust that seemingly malicious activity is in
fact benign, and to increase transparency, ensuring a
full understanding of one another’s perspectives on
defense policies.

United States-China.
In September 2015, the United States and China came
to a significant bilateral agreement on cybersecurity.50
While it was not the widely anticipated cyber arms
control deal, an agreement was reached to abide by
norms of behavior in cyberspace. At the time of this
writing, these norms remain unspecified, but a senior
expert group is to be created in order to identify them,
basing itself on the work done by the UNGGE. This
would mean that norms set by the UNGGE could
be implemented by two major cyber players in an
adversarial relationship, which would constitute major
progress toward international regulation.
The United States and China also agreed that neither
country’s government would conduct or knowingly
support cyber enabled theft of intellectual property,
with the intent of providing competitive advantages to
companies or commercial sectors. The timing of the
agreement was significant, and relieved tension at a
time when President Obama was preparing to impose
sanctions against Chinese companies accused of
intellectual theft shortly before a visit to the United
States by Chinese President Xi Jinping.
The agreement also encompassed CBMs
established through a “high-level joint dialogue
mechanism on fighting cybercrime and related issues.”51
cybersecurity-review.com
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MLA would be improved, where both sides agreed to
cooperate with requests to investigate cybercrimes
and provide updates on the status and results
of those investigations, collect electronic evidence,
and mitigate malicious cyberactivity emanating from
their territory. A hotline for the escalation of issues
will be opened, which will drastically improve trust
between the two powers, providing a framework
for transparency.
Practical implementation appeared to follow swiftly,
when a small number of hackers were arrested in
China at the request of the U.S. Government within
the following week.52 As of yet, however, there is no
public indication that China has curtailed its cyber
espionage programs.
This deal was also mirrored in a UK-China bilateral
pact a month later,53 and could be the basis for further
bilateral agreements.

Russia-China.
In May 2015, Russia and China signed a bilateral
agreement on cooperation in the field of international
information security.
This agreement was also dubbed a non-aggression
pact, since both sides agreed to refrain from using
cyberattacks against each other, protecting each
other’s internal sovereignty in cyberspace. They
agreed to respond jointly to technologies that may have
a destabilizing effect on political and socio-economic
life or interfere with the internal affairs of the state.
In keeping with the title of the agreement and the
security concerns of both states, the cyberthreats
defined in the treaty are not just those that would
be of concern to the EU and the United States, but
they also include broadly defined threats such as the
transmission of information that could endanger the
“societalpolitical and social-economic systems, and
spiritual, moral and cultural environment of states.”54
Russia and China, together with a number of Central
Asian states, have also submitted a proposal on an
international code of conduct for information security,
updated from an original proposal in 2011, that is
currently circulating in the UN to be voted on in the
General Assembly.55
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The involvement of other states in the proposal is
indicative of the support Russia and China enjoy for
their concept of information security. Russia offers a
powerful incentive and argument to those states that
share Russia’s information security concerns and
wish to ensure that national security is appropriately
protected against threats in the information domain.
By comparison, the West’s offering is nebulous and
idealistic, and focuses mainly on a discussion of the
benefits (many of them intangible) that the Internet
can bring. Comparisons of these two different models
provide a classic example of hard versus soft interests.

United States-European Union (EU).
Dialogue commitments have also been made between
the United States and the EU, the latest being at
a security summit in March 2014. This dialogue
provides a forum for strategic consultations on areas
including: international cyberspace developments;
promotion and protection of human rights online;
and, politico-military and international security
issues, such as norms of behavior in cyberspace,
cybersecurity CBMs, and the application of existing
international law and cybersecurity capacity building
in third countries.56

Internet Governance.
Global Internet governance, the regulatory model
that keeps the Internet operational, is a different
topic from norms seeking, and is enacted in different
fora. Governance depends on a multi-stakeholder
model, while norms are developed on a stateto-state basis. The Internet is “owned” mostly by
private organizations; its architecture comprises of
intermediaries such as network operators, exchange
points, search engines, hosting services, e-commerce
platforms, and social media providers,57 and it is these
who contribute strongly to governance models.
Furthermore, debate on governance models should
not be confused with discussion of legislation on what
can be done in cyberspace. Rather than hard law and
regulatory enforcement, governance is accomplished
by means of voluntary compliance with technical
standards, codes of conduct, and industry best
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practices. Nevertheless, the ideological dividing lines
on how the Internet should be governed mirror those
in discussions on how legislation should be made.
The Internet is mostly regulated through
interconnectedness and peering agreements among
Internet service providers, with the most important
international governing bodies being the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN), and the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU).
The ITU is the UN agency for ICT and is a provider
of ITU law.58 An important political confrontation
over Internet governance came when the ITU
organized the World Conference on International
Telecommunications (WCIT) in Dubai in 2012, as
mentioned earlier. The ITU was proposing new
International Telecommunications Regulations (ITR)
that had not been reviewed since 1988. These would
have meant in effect that the Internet would suddenly
be government led, under the regulatory framework
of the ITU, and move away from a multi-stakeholder
model.59 As a result, a group of nations concerned
about Internet freedom, and led by the United States,
refused to sign the agreement on changes.60
At that point, the Internet was overseen by a loose
grouping of organizations, mostly in the private
sector, rather than by governments. At least one,
ICANN, was operated under a contract from the U.S.
Government. The importance of ICANN stems from the
organization’s work on the coordination of the Internet
systems of unique identifiers by coordination of IP
addresses and the DNS, a hierarchical organization
of namespace that is vital for the functioning
of the Internet. This provided ammunition to those
who claimed that the Internet was in fact run by the
United States, so this arrangement was changed
in 2014.
In March 2014, the U.S. Department of Commerce
announced its intent to transfer its stewardship role
over certain functions that keep the Internet running,
known collectively as the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA), to the global multi-stakeholder
community. The move was internationally applauded,
as it addressed the contentious issue of U.S. control

Continued on page 21

over ICANN. An important condition for the transition
was that the control over IANA functions had to be
exercised in a multi-stakeholder model, rather than
a state-to-state model, and governments would
not have ultimate decision-making authority. This
removed the fear that the IANA transition would lead
to a UN takeover.61 NETMundial, hosted by Brazil, was
the Global Multi-stakeholder Meeting on the Future of
Internet Governance, where an outcome document
was produced consolidating proposals for a roadmap
on future Internet governance. Representatives from
government, business, civil society, and academia
were participants (actively present and remotely
present) at this first of its kind multi-stakeholder
meeting.62
Despite being due in September 2015, the IANA
transition has still not occurred at the time of this
writing, and administrative preparations are ongoing.63
A key argument in favor of the multi-stakeholder
model for Internet governance, and against
governance exercised only by states, is that this
avoids mixing geopolitics and national preferences in
with governance on technical issues. As the United
States argued in Dubai in 2012, the Internet should
not be included in a draft interstate treaty dealing
with technical matters like connecting international
telephone calls, because doing so would replace the
existing, bottom-up form of Internet oversight with a
government-led model and hence, directly threaten
Internet freedoms.64
Russia takes a contrary view. While Russia has
begun to say that it supports a multi-stakeholder
approach to Internet governance in principle, an
important caveat is that this was with specific weight
allocated to individual stakeholders. In critical
questions, the state would have the right of veto, but
other stakeholders would not. By contrast, Sarah
Taylor, from the UK’s Department of Culture Media
and Sport, emphasized in December 2014 that a
multi-stakeholder model needs protection against
any single dominating interest. According to JeanJacques Sahel of ICANN, the key phrase is “avoiding
capture”; for this purpose, the model needs to be as
balanced as possible.
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OUTLOOK, IMPLICATIONS AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Is There a Need for a New Treaty?
The current trend of bilateral and regional
implementation of CBMs, norm setting, and threat
defining contributes to enhanced cybersecurity.
However, it does little to address fundamental
mismatches of cybersecurity concepts between
the Euro-Atlantic community and states such as
Russia and China. While to some extent these can
be addressed by the wide variations in interpretation
of cyberthreats in the bilateral agreements between
Russia and China, versus the agreements made
with Western powers, it remains the case that the
conceptual divergence fosters misapprehension and
miscommunication.
In particular, the variation in interpretation of what
constitutes hostile action in cyberspace gives rise to
concern that a nation may consider itself to be in a
state of hostilities with another, while that other is as
yet unaware.65
Norms are the predecessors of an internationally
agreed rule of law regime. Without universal norms,
coming to an agreement on how to react to improper
behavior is challenging. Therefore, the development
of non-binding universal norms on appropriate
behavior, governing those principles that are
universally agreed, is the first priority. The UNGGE as
a consensus building organization has a key role to
play in this task.

Sovereignty and Rights.
Rules and regulations arrived at by negotiation
between states can be abused by authoritarian
regimes to suppress their own populations and
deprive them of their privacy and other human rights.
Setting obligations to follow international law also
provides for state supervision and jurisdiction over
domestic territory that has the potential to promote the
application of sovereignty principles over the Internet.
Any eventual international agreement must be drafted
care fully with this in mind: that asking for more control
over malicious activity may hand states the power to
oppress citizens online.

The perception by Russia, China, and like-minded
states that unrestricted flows of information and
opinions – especially through social media – are a
threat to security, gives rise to continuing efforts to
constrain freedom of expression online. Their efforts
to regulate information security, and especially to
persuade other nations to support their international
initiatives, are a challenge to Internet freedoms.
Broadly speaking, it is essential to continue to resist
the current efforts by Russia, China, and others to
introduce legislation that would enforce controls
on content as well as on hostile code. However,
this does not mean that it would be impossible to
arrive at specific agreements or CBMs that apply
to specific activities online that all sides concur are
unacceptable.
If it is important to the United States that freedom
on the global web be protected, the United States
needs to avoid both the fact and the appearance
of constraining Internet freedom domestically. This
leads to immediate challenges when attempting to
counter subversive and hostile campaigns online,
especially through social media, originating from the
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and Russia. One
key remedy is transparency. When action is taken to
censor or suppress content online, then having publicly
visible political oversight and review of the steps taken
are essential.

“Balkanization / Splinternet.”
Allegations by Edward Snowden about the use of mass
data collection by the United States, as well as their
damage to U.S. and allied national security, has also
boosted the argument for sovereignty in cyberspace
and the concept, embraced by Russia, China, and
others, of “national information space.”
The European Court of Justice Decision in
September 2015 to end the “safe harbor” agreement
sets an important precedent in this process. The lack
of trust in U.S. companies and in the U.S. Government
on the storage of European citizens’ data has pushed
European countries to end an agreement with the
United States on data storage. A German data
protection agency already called for data localization,
cybersecurity-review.com
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the storage of network data, and communications
within the territory, and others will probably follow suit.66
While the decision has been presented as positive
for EU citizens, it also provides a precedent for further
Balkanization of the Internet. Sovereignty and control
over cyberspace can now legitimately be striven after
by governments with far less democratic overview.67
The move toward devolution from the global Internet
is not universal. In Brazil, proposed legislation to force
all network data to be stored on Brazilian territory was
dropped after heavy protests.68 Companies like Google
complained they would have to make expensive
investments in server centers on Brazilian territory, and
there was a perceived danger that other corporations
would avoid business in Brazil altogether because of
the cost, inadvertently restricting online freedom even
more. The measures were too reminiscent of Brazil’s
recent authoritarian past, and were rejected.
Russia, however, has no such constraints, and
is taking the opportunity to put in place human
security measures and domestic legislation aimed at
“preventing breaches in national information space.”
Data localization laws in Russia came into force on
September 1, 2015.

Dealing with Cyber Threats.
For any arm of the U.S. Government, the current state
of online legislation – and the attitudes to it around
the world – has direct implications for the range of
cyberthreats that face the United States, and how they
can be addressed.
The approach of “trust but verify,” which is the
foundation of arms-control regimes in other domains,
has virtually no applicability to cyberspace. Cyber
threats include the capabilities of nonstate actors
who are not bound by traditional diplomatic means of
constraint. Meanwhile, events in Ukraine have shown
that even state actors like Russia no longer consider
themselves bound by norms of behavior that have
been taken for granted in the West for several decades.
It is commonly held among legal experts working on
the cyber domain that a catastrophic event is required
in order to crystallize the law. It is only possible to arrive
at a definition of an “armed attack,” and determine for
22 CYBER SECURITY REVIEW, Spring 2017

sure whether retaliation and self-defense was justified,
when such action has been taken, the international
community has reviewed those actions, and determined
if there was a breach of international law.
In the meantime, in the current cyberthreat
environment, acting based on trust alone would require
a substantial leap of faith. There appears at present
to be no substitute for additional insurance in the form
of unarguably strong cyber capabilities, both defensive
and offensive.
The Tallinn Manual and the UNGGE consensus
provide models for the application of international law to
actions in cyberspace. However, it is vital to remember
that although they may be attractive to the United States
and its allies, they are not agreed upon by the entire
international community and hence they should not be
considered in any way binding on current or potential
adversaries, either state or especially nonstate.
The approaches of key potential state adversaries
to legitimation or prohibition of online activity provides
important clues to how they see this activity in
terms of their own behaviors. The widely varying
attitudes displayed toward what is and is not legal
and constrained in online behavior leads to a final
vital point for the United States: That adversaries are
framing their cyber offensive potential in an entirely
different mental construct to that which applies in the
United States and its Western allies. As demonstrated
in Ukraine, the threat from Russia is an integrated one
encompassing the whole of the information domain,
as opposed to strictly technical interpretations of what
constitutes cyber activity. It follows that considerable
mental agility will continue to be required in order to
plan for, counter, and respond to the very wide range
of threats to U.S. security that state and nonstate
adversaries can present using the Internet. ■
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A MARINE GROUP CIO’s ACCOUNT OF HIS JOURNEY
AGAINST THE DIGITAL DARK SIDE
CYBER SECURITY: ARE WE BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE?
By Ken Soh, CIO of BH Global Corporation

If you do not know what APT or VAPT stand for then you are probably already under attack.*

E

XECUTIVE SUMMARY

Two years ago, Ken Soh embarked upon a
journey of anguish and surprises and experienced
first-hand the pervasiveness and sophistication of
cyber-attacks. Fortunately, with the support and openmindedness of the management, he succeeded not
only in understanding the intricacies of cyber security
but also managed to turn an unpleasant experience
into a new business under the group. He has emerged
stronger from the experience and has decided to share
it with the community on cyber risks. He has done so

with first-hand experiences in many related industry
conferences and seminars in which he was invited
to speak.
This paper serves to summarise a first-hand account
of the author’s close brush with the “power of the dark
side”. This is done in a bid to educate the industry at
large the weight-age and magnitude of cyber threats
today; not just in the context of Enterprise Information
Technology (IT, e.g. offices), but also Critical
Infrastructures, or Operation Technology (OT, e.g.
ships, vessels, ports and rigs).

* APT = Advanced Persistent Threats, VAPT = Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing.
cybersecurity-review.com
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DOOMSDAY PROPHETS
For a long time, I had been put off by many of the cyber
security conferences in which vendors are trying their
hearts out to state the seriousness of cyber-attacks
and the vulnerability of our IT systems simply to induce
sales. The doomsday prophets would make similar
points citing other people’s well-known examples. How
Sony was hacked, how Target was compromised, how
such attacks became high profile board room issues,
how the CISO (Chief Information Security Officer) is
the first to experience ‘Career Is Suddenly Over’,
how the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) would be the
next to have his ‘Career Ended Overnight’ when their
enterprise systems were comprised.
I was becoming a little weary and wary of such
industry pitches because, after all the attempts to scare
(and, of course, to sell), there is usually no concrete
or radically differentiated fundamentals to share that
could effectively help mitigate cyber risks. Almost
every provider is performing the same fundamental,
i.e. to ‘detect and remove’. The problem these days is
we can’t even identify many of the advanced threats
otherwise the industry would refer to it as ‘Advanced
Persistent Threats’ (APT). So is detection still the way
to go? Nobody seems to know.

COMPANIES INVESTED A FORTUNE YET STILL
CONTINUE TO BE COMPROMISED. WHY?
BH Global was not alone in investing a bundle in
security products yet from time-to-time there would
be comprised incidents. As cyber threats hot up and
become more sophisticated, cases are becoming
more prevalent. There is an urgent and imminent need
to look for a truly effective strategy and practices.
However, this is not possible without an understanding
of the fundamentals.
As mentioned earlier, detection-centric practices
are no longer working. I started researching the
subject, and recalled my experiences of IT operation
management, what has changed, what has evolved.

PEOPLE + PROCESS + TECHNOLOGY
This is a standard framework. Yes, security cannot
be accomplished solely with technologies. After all,
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it is still people that operate the technologies. Also,
enterprises would naturally need to have robust and
efficient processes/governance to ensure the daily
operations are in good order.
I was prompted to act because there seems to
have been a shift of weight-age over the last couple of
years. While in the past, people (security awareness)
played a relatively important part of the enterprise
security framework, technology has become on par
with it. Malware that crashes hard-disks and slows
down desktop operations are common today and act
by stealth. Once infiltrated, it stays silent on the user’s
PC, typically with remote command and control centre
from anywhere in the world to take over the infected
machine, quietly, in the background. To make matters
worse, millions of new malware emerges daily,
making even the most advanced detection technology
ineffective. In the past, downloading software could
allow cyber attacks. Today, simply visiting a site may
result in a virus infecting quietly in the background.
So education may not be as straightforward today.
We need reliable technologies to counter such
advanced threats.

WE ARE IN URGENT NEED OF A RADICALLY
DIFFERENTIATED PARADIGM SHIFT
Having understood the fundamental notion that
detection-centric method is no longer effective,
I started to research technologies that could augment
it. What I discovered meant that research was well
worth the effort.
Specifically,
the
research
started
with
experimentation of non-detection-centric technologies
that includes methods such as white-listing (instead
of detection which is known as black-listing), and
end point containments. This is not the platform for
a large technical discussion. Without touching on
geeky pursuits, I would simply argue a collection of a
non-detection-centric tool were picked, some of which
are surprising and unknowingly powerful, achieving
zero incidence in its deployed sites for the last seven
plus years!

Hello world, what have we been doing?
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SEEING NEW LIGHTS IN CYBER PROTECTION
At this time, I would not say we have started with the
new approach described. The research is still ongoing,
but a new frontier of protection strategy has definitely
been found. It may not be a panacea for cyber threats
but at least it completes the loop, and it fills the gap that
traditional detection-centric cyber technologies cannot.
The beauty of a non-detection-centric approach is
that the technology takes care of not only known viruses
and zero-day (new, just born) viruses; potentially, it even
takes care of the threat of future ‘unborn’ viruses. What
surprises me is that such technologies were already
around for some time,
waiting to be discovered
for wide-scale adoption.
No one seems to care.

TRANSFORMING THE
DISCOVERY INTO
A BUSINESS
The discovery was not
only useful to protect
the group companies
within; it does not take
long for business savvy
people in the company
to realise that it would
be a viable and meaningful business to market and
apply what is learnt and discovered to protect the
industry at large.
For that, a new cyber arm subsidiary Athena
Dynamics (ADPL) was born. The principle proved
quite useful, and within just two years of operation,
ADPL was awarded classified projects in the
public sector, security projects in aid of protection
of energy plants and more. Such quick adoption
by the industry speaks volumes for technology
security fundamental not only being sound but
also practical.

A USEFUL BUSINESS ALLIANCE THAT
BROUGHT MORE SURPRISES
As the cyber business develops, we started to realise
that sound product provision alone is insufficient. As

cyber incidents become more frequent, there are
unsolicited calls from the industry from time-to-time for
help when their enterprises are compromised and they
require help in either forensic, vulnerability assessment
and penetration testing (VAPT), or post-compromise
assessment. We decide that a service arm is necessary
and for that, we were fortunate to forge an alliance with
a highly accredited hacker team from a country that
faces millions of digital attacks daily from its hostile
neighbours. The group has won world-class hacking
competitions such as Defcon and Codeblue year after
year since 2010, with its latest credential of opening a
water dam door just after
7 hours of consented
hacking from the internet.
The partnership was
named Good Hackers
Alliance (GHA) and with
that we have decided
to first do a VAPT on
our corporate website
and systems. The VAPT
brought surprises such
as the discovery of
implanted call-backs from
some enterprise PCs,
and also unauthorised
accounts being created in-house by hackers infiltrated
from Russia and Poland. Fortunately, these hacking
activities were discovered early, and they were still
‘work in progress’ and there was no major leakage
of data. The planted call-backs and ‘evil traces’ were
removed, and the exploited gaps were quickly filled
and fixed.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (IT) VS.
OPERATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (OT)
As we ‘ventured’ deeper into cybersecurity related
pursuits, we realised that cyber threats have grown
not just in depth (i.e. more sophisticated), but also
in breadth (i.e. expanded scope). It has grown from
threats in IT systems to OT systems, which refers
to critical infrastructures such as nuclear, chemical,
energy, water plants, trains, planes, ships, etc. Some
cybersecurity-review.com
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call it Industrial Control Systems (ICS), or Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems.
For a long time, it has been believed that OT
systems are mostly ‘air gap’, i.e. physically isolated
from external connectivity and hence they are typically
safe and sound. Unfortunately, having spoken at an
industry conference for the energy sector, I learnt firsthand from the engineers that air gap OT systems is
typically not entirely possible. Most OEM devices
are connected to their OEM suppliers anyway,
whether offline or online modes, for availability and
support reasons.
We had our fair share
of OT encounters. In our
industry, OT would very
much refer to the ships,
vessels, rigs and ports.
We believe that it would
be useful if we share
more about our journey in
this respect.

HACKING SHIPS,
PLANES, CARS,
ENERGY PLANTS AND
MORE
Our

journey

of

cyber

awareness
reached
new heights when we realised GHA’s expertise
in consented hacking is beyond just Enterprise IT
Systems, for the simple reason that hackers today have
already successfully infiltrated critical infrastructures.
Offshore rigs were hacked and dangerously tilted;
vessels systems were found infected with viruses.
These hacks could happen directly or indirectly. The
server of a shipping company was compromised, and
the pirates knew exactly which ship, when, where and
even down to the fine detail of which crate contained
the most valuable goods.

FOR SHIPS, CYBER AWARENESS IS RISING BUT
MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE URGENTLY
It was very disappointing to see the negative public
outcry when the Singapore government decided to
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segregate sensitive government networks from the
internet. From the observation, it is apparent that the
public still does not see or understand the magnitude
and seriousness of cyber threats today, especially
on the dark web, state-funded cyber threats and
how attacks to our government network could impact
everybody at national level. More education is needed
as soon as possible.
Conversely, it has been comforting to observe that
the awareness is rising quickly especially with the
support of the authority. Specifically, Maritime Port
Authority (MPA) has
recently been run a full
day
Maritime
Cyber
Security Seminar with
an overwhelming turnout. It is good to observe
that business owners are
starting to question what
could be done going
forward. We are truly
humbled to be invited
to speak and share in
this inaugural event on
maritime cyber security,
and it is useful that there
is a very useful panelist
exchange in the seminar.

WHAT COULD POTENTIALLY BE HACKED
ONBOARD SHIPS AND VESSELS?
Unlike IT systems onshore in shipping offices, they are
close to the governing IT department, and protection
practices and policies could be effectively applied. The
IT systems onboard ships and vessels are remote.
Governance may not be enforced easily; unless
effective cyber tools are in place, the exposure to cyber
risk is high.
Separately, more and more OT systems on board
ships and vessels today are changing to PC based
and TCP/IP based devices. Devices that are well
interconnected or devices that accept external
devices (such as external USB, storage devices) are
vulnerable to cyber risks.

CYBER SECURITY FRAMEWORK

IT IS NOT JUST ABOUT CLASSIFICATION RULES,
BUT ACTIONABLE RULES
ADPL is working closely with maritime classification
bodies in the fulfillment of a new framework in cyber
protection. While some high-level classification rules
have been published in the past, new chapters with
actionable items will be necessary. The feedback
from the ship owners could be gathered at the
focused workshops. A reference implementation
model could be jointly developed with trial
VAPT on shipping devices by teamed up cyber
specialists and practitioners. Alongside that, specific
cyber tools in the IT arena could be identified,
enhanced, ruggedised and adopted for marine and
offshore purposes.

THE ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK
Before the fully fledge availability of the global
classification rules, ADPL has derived a simple
assurance framework which enterprises and critical
infrastructure owners could reference:
1. VAPT Risk Landscape Assessment
Every IT and OT setup is unique and different. It is
important to perform a health-check on the IT and
OT setup to sift out the vulnerability, before looking
at the following steps.
2. Non-conventional Protection Instruments
Once the vulnerability is known, specific cyber
tools could be considered. As discussed earlier,
it is important to find tools that go beyond just
‘Detection and Removal’.
3. Incident Response “Emergency Button.”
Corporates today typically have IT operation
competency but not the incident response (IR). It is
important to incorporate IR into the corporate BCM
and ERM framework.
4. OT and IT Security Awareness
Specialised SCADA security awareness training
is a key.
5. Cyber Insurance
While cyber insurance is relatively immature
today, it is still an important post-event protection
instrument that organisations could consider and
deploy.

IN CONCLUSION, AND OUR BELIEF
As I reach the end of this article, I would like to have
a little ‘take-home’ list in the traditional perspective of
People, Process, Technologies as follows:
1. People: Cyber awareness training can never be
a one-size-fits-all pursuit. One should look into
the job role and the grade level of the audience.
Specifically, we probably need a half-day high-level
coverage for the senior management, operationalrelated risks for the operational mid-level leaders
and detail special coverage for the technically
inclined.
2. Process: Never take compliance fulfillment as the
end of the journey. Compliance and governance
framework
are
mostly
process
oriented
governance to fulfill management reporting. There
are many cases where organisations score high
in compliances, but their overall security posture
is still weak operationally. A deep technical VAPT
is key to fill this gap. World class credentials of
the VAPT service provider is also an important
consideration.
3. Technology: As shared, we believe that most
cyber protection platforms today are detection
oriented. As advanced threats today are hardly
detectable, the strategy is to select a suitable
detection tool to be augmented by non-detection
centric tools such as sanitisation tools or endpoint isolation and containment tools to complete
the loop. ■
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BACK TO THE FUTURE: CONTINUAL SECURITY FOR
SMALL MEDIUM BUSINESS
By Miss Kiran Bhagotra, CEO & Founder, ProtectBox - www.protectbox.com

I

was fortunate enough to be asked to moderate
a panel discussion on the above topic at this year’s
World Cyber Security Congress in London – a gathering
of the brightest minds and cutting edge discussions
centered around the governance, security and safety
of today’s digital world.
We all concluded (as resonated throughout the
Congress), that we haven’t learned real lessons from
past experiences in tackling cyber security for small
businesses and the population at large. Yet cyber
security is a key focus of most countries’ National
Security Strategies.
Small and medium businesses (over 99% of the UK
business community and contributing to 50% of the UK
economy) have the potential to drive economic growth
through e-commerce but cybercrime is eating away at
this potential.

IS THIS NEW?
During the cold war in 1982, the CIA found a way to
disrupt the operation of a Siberian gas pipeline of
Russia without using traditional explosive devices such
as missiles or bombs. Instead, they caused the Siberian
gas pipeline to explode using a portion of a code in the
computer system that controlled its operation in what
they tagged as ‘logic bomb’. The chaos that ensued
was so monumental that the resulting fire was seen
from space.

In 1988, the Morris worm - one of the first recognised
worms to affect the world’s nascent cyber infrastructure
– spread around computers largely in the US. The worm
used weaknesses in the UNIX system Noun 1 and
replicated itself regularly. It slowed down computers to
the point of being unusable.
And in May 1998, the Federation of Small Businesses
(FSB) first briefed the UK Government on the upcoming
perils of cyber-attacks on small businesses summarizing:
“For some years, the average UK small business has
been an unlikely target for a sophisticated digital attack.
Fewer financial resources and a relatively unknown
brand have worked in favour to ward off hackers in the
past. Not anymore for small businesses.”
What we learn from history is that although continual
security has been practised since the 1990s, the choice
taken in those early days was usage over security.
Users focused on learning how the Internet worked,
rather than whether it should be protected. And little
effort was put into defence collaboration, training and
lessons learned.
Now in 2017 we may be in crisis. In 2016, the FSB
cyber report suggested smaller firms are collectively
attacked seven million times per year, costing the
UK economy an estimated £5.26 billion. The UK
government Department for Culture, Media and Sport’s
Cyber Breaches Report said that smaller firms could do
more to train their staff.
cybersecurity-review.com
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We need to accept that we haven’t learned from
our mistakes. We need to move from a culture which
promotes large corporate technology approaches to
capturing the experience of and tailoring the solution
for the whole community.
To quote Sir Winston Churchill: “Sure I am this day
we are masters of our fate, that the task which has been
set before us is not above our strength, that its pangs
and toils are not beyond our endurance. As long as we
have faith in our own cause and an unconquerable will
to win, victory will not be denied us.”

WHAT IS CONTINUAL SECURITY?
The ‘dark web’ and the ‘deep web’ have long been a
petri dish for cyber criminals. Steeped in mystery, the
dark web is the part of the internet that cannot be
indexed by search engines such as Google. The ‘deep
web’ is a subset of the dark web and is the pages that
can only be accessed by the Tor browser (or the ‘onion
router’). As such, it is hard to know how many networks
may be down there on the deep and dark webs. But
what we do know is that the searchable internet (all 4.5
billion pages of it) may only be the tip of a much larger,
more ominous iceberg.
The dark and deep webs pose threats to our society
which we should have predicted. Many experts now feel
that since we can never ‘get ahead of the threat’ we
need to react faster to what’s happening, which requires
shortening the window of exposure with extensive
security monitoring. Hats off to PCI Council for requiring
monitoring as a key aspect of their mandates. The
US government pushed it a step further by including
‘continuous’ in its definition. The UK Government has
added ‘Feedback’ to the Lexicon and in Scotland, the
term ‘Survivability’ is being used to home in on what the
civil population should do to protect themselves.
Many solutions claim to offer ‘continuous monitoring’,
but all too many simply scan or otherwise assess devices
every couple of days – if that often. This would seem to
be acceptable, given some of the official definitions…
Or would it? Implicit within the term is the fact that the
monitoring should be uninterrupted; or always active.
The constructionist definition of continuous security
monitoring (CSM) should be that all devices in question
36 CYBER SECURITY REVIEW, Spring 2017

are monitored at all times – there is no window during
which attackers (or internal operations personnel) can
make changes adversely impacting security posture
without it being immediately detected.
However, reality doesn’t allow us to be either
constructionist or religious – a realistic and pragmatic
approach means accepting that not every organisation
can or should monitor all devices at all times.

HOW TO BUILD A PRAGMATIC CAPABILITY FOR
SMALL AND MEDIUM BUSINESSES
To quote an international government expert from the
Congress, cyber security is about risk management
which is emotive and personalised. The new
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) considers
practised, all-embracing risk management should
be a starting point for all stakeholders. The NCSC
strategy also promotes using technology to automate
defences against unsophisticated but high-volume
cyber-attacks. The NCSC describes this as ‘active
cyber-defence’, distinguishing it from the US use of
the term, which relates to pursuing hackers into
their networks.
The NCSC will also take over incident response
ranging from covert detection to a stronger, more
visible role in providing public advice and reassurance
in a crisis. And a cross cutting element is to focus
on information sharing, assurance and verified
feedback. To this end, I think the NCSC’s infographic
in which they summarise the UK cyber strategy (see
Figure 1 opposite) is a fantastic way of showing that
despite the problem’s complexity it can be broken
down into manageable chunks.
So how do small businesses benefit from this?
I think lessons learnt from a SIMLAB simulation1
(that I participated in Israel) help frame the answer
to this question well. One of the lessons was a (Star
Wars) ‘jedi knights’ analogy.
The ‘jedis’ would be multi-skilled first responders
to provide the basic level of cyber defence capability,
then releasing specialists to deal with post-catastrophe
situations and long-term solutions.
The ‘jedis’ would seek full visibility and collaboration
between the technical and non-technical parts of
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Figure 1.
the business and look for the weak links. To repeat
the analogy below used at the Congress, as shown
in Figure 2 each person is partially right, based on
their view of the ‘problem’ but ultimately they are
all are wrong.
The ‘jedis’ would have access to transnational
cyber threat and intelligence databases including
(for example):
• Federation of Small Businesses (FSB)
providing business advice, finance &
support:
www.fsb.org.uk/standing-upfor-you/policy-issues/business-crime/
cyber-security
• National Cyber Security Centre (part
of the UK government’s Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ))
providing advice and consultancy to
government and business: www.ncsc.
gov.uk, www.cyberaware.gov.uk & www.
cyberaware.gov.uk/cyberessentials/
• Action Fraud for reporting cybercrime:
http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

• Cyber Security Information Sharing Partnership
(CiSP) for sharing info on attacks: https://www.
ncsc.gov.uk/cisp
• Europol for sharing info & reporting attacks: https://
www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime/reportcybercrime-online
• ProtectBox comparison website for cyber & data
protection www.protectbox.com

Figure 2.
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But their main task would be to take a ‘holistic’
(or layered defence) approach to their business’
cyber security. ProtectBox
automates such an
approach by enabling small- and medium businesses
to profile their hardware, software, people and
processes. It takes them through a quick and
easy questionnaire that then selects the right
cyber solutions at the right price for them.
Recommending not only how to fill the
gaps but also how to satisfy standards.
Businesses can then filter recommendations
for their preferred suppliers or solution types.
Businesses are finally transferred to the suppliers
to buy solutions from them. So referring back
to Figure 1 of the NCSC’s overview of the UK cyber
strategy, ProtectBox is supporting the work being
done in the ‘We Reduce’ strand in the top right
corner, part of the ‘clunk click’ solution.
Unfamiliarity, weak links and regulation are some
of the most common and significant causes of cyberattack. All of these are perpetuated by the cyber
skills’ gap. It is not just about training people but also
empowering them.

WOMEN & OTHER UNDER-REPRESENTED
GROUPS IN CYBER

A report from Cisco put the global cybersecurity job
openings figure at one million last year. Demand is

Many women (young and old) are still put off by the
traditional stereotype of cyber. This is despite there
being many role models for women and lots of policy,
customer service and networking skills’ based roles.
The NCSC’s Cyber First competition is a great way to
reach out early. The US promotes cyber early through
the broader prism of science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM), sometimes adding arts and
physics into that mix. A wonderful example of this is
The Limitless Academy in South Los Angeles whose
Showcase I was kindly invited to.
Although women are making great strides in the
workforce, women are still majorly under-represented
in leadership positions. At the Women in STEM
conference (WiSTEM) last year, encouraging senior
men (as well as senior women) to champion (or ‘pay
forward’ or mentor) young women for leadership roles
resonated with many of the women in the room.
More than ever before, women are embracing
the path of the entrepreneur in their hunt for flexible
working to better juggle their lives. In 2016, there were
approximately 11.3 million women-owned businesses
in the US – a number that has increased a whopping
45-percent in just 10 years. At WiSTEM, I was
inspired to see so many from across the Middle East,

expected to rise to 6 million globally by 2019, with a
projected shortfall of 1.5 million. From my previous
roles internationally for the Cabinet Office, FCO
and National Archives in cybercrime, resilience,
CNI, digital and data, there are a number of best
practices that can be drawn upon to reduce this
gap. These include the many free or partially-funded
courses (including Massive Open Online Courses/
MOOCs) to help up-skill or re-skill. These can help
candidates who may not have a college or university
education still get employed in cyber security.
In addition to pay, cyber offers many other
factors that can be considered key parts of overall
‘happiness’ and job satisfaction. Better promotion
of these, as well as through the media (such as TV
shows like Asia’s CSI Cyber) would entice more
into the area.

Asia and the US whose first job had been setting up
their own high-tech start-up whilst juggling family
and studies.
But it’s a path strewn with obstacles, notably when it
comes to funding. Banks and venture capitalists have
been shown to shortchange female-led startups. As
evidenced again most recently in the report ‘Untapped
Unicorns’ produced by the Female Founders
Forum (FFF) and (sad to say) reinforced by my own
experiences. The fundraising ‘circus’ of incubators,
accelerators, angel investors and venture capitalists
(VCs) is technology, gender and age biased. I say this
having worked in investments previously. To quote the
FFF report, young male technical founders are seen
as more bankable (despite evidence being to the
contrary) which has fueled a bloated cyber security
solutions market.

CYBER SKILLS GAP
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I agree with the recommendations from the FFF report
(audiences they’re suggested to are shown in brackets)
to overcome the above biases (to accelerators), hire
successful female founders (to VCs), cover more
women-led businesses especially in male-dominated
industries (to media) and track/promote data of higher
returns from women-led start-ups (to government).
I would also suggest increasing investment focus
towards services that facilitate co-operation, a trend
I hear repeatedly as the way forward for the cyber
industry to reduce/manage risk. As well as giving
emotional intelligence, sales skills and the confidence
borne of ‘failing’ the prominence it’s due in the current
funding ‘sausage factory’. I’m intrigued as to whether a
Steve Jobs, Richard Branson, Anita Roddick and Karen
Brady would be selected for these today.
Best practices in police/military/security re-training,
late returners, diversity including neuro-diversity
(challenging pervasive social norms and stigmas, frame
autism, ADHD/ADD, dyslexia, bipolarity and other
neurotypes as a natural human variation rather than
a pathology or disorder), graduates, technology as a
customer service skill for non-techies and empowering
entrepreneurship are also being considered by
ProtectBox as part of its recruitment.

REGULATION - GDPR
The impact of the new General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) is the most immediate and
significant for small medium businesses. In much
the same way, the new ‘Health & Safety’ regulatory
introductions impacted small medium businesses,
so will GDPR. GDPR will apply in the UK from 25
May 2018. The government has confirmed that
the UK’s decision to leave the EU will not affect the
commencement of the GDPR.
Like its forerunner, the Data Protection Act (DPA),
the GDPR applies to ‘personal data’. However, the
GDPR’s definition is more detailed, e.g. information
such as an online identifier – e.g. an IP address –
can be personal data. The GDPR applies to both
automated personal data and to manual filing systems
where personal data is accessible. This is wider than
the DPA’s definition and could include chronologically

ordered manual records containing personal data.
Other differences include:
• Shorter time-frames for subject access requests
(SARs) and breach reporting biggest changes
• Controllers must comply with a SAR within one
month of receipt
• A fee is no longer chargeable by SMB to answer
SAR request
• Response needs to be in same format as request
(reply electronically if requested electronically)
• Data Protection Officer (DPO) appointment
• Data processors include Archivers

HELP US HELP YOU
So we need to accept we haven’t learned from past
mistakes. We need to harness the knowledge and
experience of small- and medium businesses. We need
to accept that cyber protection can only be effective if it
is personalised for the recipient. ProtectBox want to be
the ‘go-to’ platform for small- and medium businesses
to source their cyber protection packages and for
suppliers to market their products. Collaboration is the
way forward, sign up and help us do that! ■
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DDoS MITIGATION AND TESTING

GUIDE TO DDoS MITIGATION AND TESTING
By Max Pritchard, pre-sales consultant, activereach

I

NTRODUCTION

Welcome to the activereach 2016/2017 guide to
DDoS, DDoS mitigation, and DDoS mitigation testing.
This guide is aimed at technically aware business
people who do not necessarily have a background in
data networking or security.
The guide is split into the following sections:
Section 1 - An introduction to Distributed Denial of
Service attacks and mitigating them
Section 2 – Assessing the business risk posed by
Distributed Denial of Service attacks
Section 3 - Testing Distributed Denial of Service
mitigation

ASPECTS OF DDOS TESTING
This is the third part of the activereach 2016/2017
guide to DDoS, DDoS mitigation and DDoS mitigation
testing. In the first two papers, I discussed the DDoS
threat landscape, DDoS mitigation techniques and
conducting risk assessments specifically for the threat
of DDoS attacks against business. In this article, I will
discuss various aspects of DDoS testing – starting at
the decision whether to test your company’s ability to
withstand DDoS attacks, the business case for testing,
how to scale a test, what a DDoS should include
and more.
DDoS testing is relatively unknown compared to more
ubiquitous testing services, such as penetration testing
and server vulnerability assessments, and this guide

tries to collate information specific to DDoS testing to
inform businesses of all sizes about this kind of security
testing and how it can help protect your business from
attackers making use of DDoS attack tools.

WHY TEST YOUR DDOS MITIGATION?
Testing your security makes sense when we think
about our homes. Some of the time it seems automatic,
almost second nature; many of us test our house door
handle after we have just locked the door, for example.
However, a lot of the time, the process of testing
the security of IT systems that support a business
is not second nature. Regardless of the possible
severity of the consequences, testing systems are
nowhere near ubiquitous – there always seems to be
something higher on the IT agenda and in greater need
of spend from the limited IT budget. In the spectrum
of threats to simulate – DDoS has traditionally been
lower on the agenda than vulnerability assessments or
penetration tests.
DDoS creates a risk for businesses that conduct
any transactions using public Internet services. The
severity of the risk will, of course, depend on how much
that business relies on its online systems for revenue,
a matter discussed previously in the earlier risk
assessment white paper. If the risk is sufficiently large,
then the budget is usually set aside for mitigation.
But until recently – many companies see DDoS as a
nuisance, and not a threat to data.
cybersecurity-review.com
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However, things are changing. DDoS attacks are no
longer simply a risk to the availability of an IT system
or service. DDoS attacks are being used in concert
with attempts to penetrate networks and/or steal data,
and this is changing the way that businesses have to
calculate the risk of loss on DDoS attacks – as well as
the way that counter-measures need to be deployed.
As examples - in May 2011, Sony sent a letter to the
US Congress, explaining that they did not immediately
detect the theft of up to 101 million customer records
because it was distracted by DDoS attacks. More
recently in October 2015, UK Telecoms company
TalkTalk suffered an attack that simultaneously
degraded the performance of their services (DDoS),
as well as involving the theft of account information for
hundreds of thousands of customers. TalkTalk’s share
price dropped from 289.4 (October 20th, 2015) to 225.3
(October 26th, 2015) in the aftermath of the attack.
In both cases, the companies involved had invested
time, money and effort in IT security, but when it
came to the actual attack, that security failed, the
investment was wasted, and they suffered financial
and reputational losses anyway.
Routine testing of company security systems might
have highlighted vulnerabilities and weaknesses
in systems and processes. It could also help them
familiarise staff, tune detection, and improve response
times and efficiency. Testing may have mitigated some
of the damage these companies suffered as a result of
a successful attack on their infrastructure.

damaging event. The ideal situation is that any spend
on security should reduce the likelihood and/or impact
of a security incident such that the following is true:

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR SECURITY TESTING

If considered separately to a standard IT security
product or service, the likelihood of loss is lower
(one assumes that security solutions, as a whole, are
at least somewhat effective), but the value of a loss
is higher because it includes the investment in the
security system that failed.
Testing is a critical part of ‘security as a process’. If
a company buys some kind of defence measure and
then does not test it, it could be spending money on a
capability which does nothing and thus does not fulfill
the requirements of the business case. This is as true
for DDoS mitigation as it is for systems that prevent
penetration and data theft.

Minimising the risk to the business of security threats of
all types is one of the responsibilities of the company’s
board. For business, which is increasingly underpinned
by IT systems and processes, IT security is employed
to reduce the risk, and thus the cost of a security
incident of some nature.
Deciding on the appropriate investment in security
is a calculation of the expected loss (likelihood of
damaging event multiplied by the impact of damaging
event) and then deciding what proportion of that
expected loss to invest in systems and processes
to eliminate, or at least reduce, the likelihood of a
42 CYBER SECURITY REVIEW, Spring 2017

Where Expected loss (£) = Chance
of loss (%) * Impact of loss (£)
Spend on Security + Expected Loss from
security incident with security in place
<
Expected Loss from security incident
with no security in place

Testing IT security is based on the premise that
security systems, processes and people have a
non-zero risk of not being effective when they come
under attack (i.e., They are fallible). The likelihood of
security system failure tends to increase over time
as things change inside and outside the business
environment. The scale of the loss is not only that
of the breach itself, but also the investment in the
security system – which is wasted money unless the
protection is effective.

Spend on IT Security testing =
f (Likelihood of security system failure *
(Impact of loss + cost of security system))

DDoS MITIGATION AND TESTING

A simpler way to look at the business case for testing
is to consider regular testing of the security system part
of the security system itself. Testing is usually a fraction
of the investment in the security system it is deployed
alongside, and experience suggests that it greatly
improves the effectiveness of the security solution –
disproportionate to the cost of the test program.
So – given this approach, you can simplify the
business case for security testing by considering
regular testing as an essential and fundamental
component of the security system itself and simply
include it in the overarching business case.

Spend on IT “Security as a process” =
f (Likelihood of loss * Impact of loss)

So - the business case for IT security testing is
the same as the business case for IT security more
generally IF you consider security as a process, as
opposed to a static system. All spend on IT security
is based on the premise that there is a risk of financial
and reputational loss and that a proportion of the
expected loss can be spent reducing the likelihood of
loss – and that this is more efficient than doing nothing
and accepting the loss when it happens.

SECURITY AS A PROCESS
Security is not a static product or service one can
buy. All successful businesses change over time,
and their IT changes with it. Simultaneously the tools
and techniques attackers and criminals use to try and
exploit businesses change as well. If a company’s
attack surface and the criminal’s methods of attack are
in constant motion – a company’s security posture and
the systems and processes it employs to enforce that
posture have to be in constant motion as well.
Security is a process - a practice. This simple
message is visualised in a security wheel - popularised
by Cisco.
Security testing generates important data that can
be used as feedback to improve security systems and
processes. DDoS testing is crucial to the efficacy of

DDoS mitigation systems employed in defence of a
company’s data assets.
A lot of companies engage penetration testers
to look for holes in servers and network systems.
Sometimes this is a matter of compliance with
regulations, sometimes this is a response to feeling the
pain of a breach, and sometimes simply following the
good business practice.
Although the business case for DDoS testing
is similar to that of penetration testing, the test
mechanism itself is completely different to penetration
testing or vulnerability assessment requires different
tools and capabilities and is often overlooked. With
the emergence of attacks which combine DDoS and
penetration/data theft, it can no longer be considered a
separate business decision.
There is plenty of literature to support understanding
of how to implement security as a process into a
business, but that is beyond the scope of this document.
Suffice to say that testing security systems is a critical
part of being secure and being seen to be secure.

IS DDOS TESTING IMPORTANT?
Some types of counter-measures benefit more than
others from routine testing and DDoS mitigation
systems are a case in point. Some DDoS mitigation
techniques rely on deviation of traffic from normal
levels and characteristics and so need good baseline
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information to be effective. Some DDoS attacks mimic
typical user behaviour to a point, to try to evade
detection and slip past defences – testing helps to tune
mitigation detection, minimising false positives and
optimising response times to attack.

#2 DDoS mitigation systems vary widely in
performance and capability

Staff also need to be familiar with detection and
response, and testing can help streamline response
plans, reducing the distraction effect of DDoS attacks
and keeping resources available to prevent data theft.
activereach has encountered several businesses
who are under such regular DDoS attack that they
feel they can suspend their DDoS testing. But for
most companies, the frequency of DDoS attacks
is low enough that confidence in staff and system
preparedness will be commensurately low.
There are some features of DDoS attacks and
DDoS mitigation systems that make testing particularly
important.

level of DDoS protection as a feature. Businesses need
to be certain what scale of protection existing devices
and services provide as opposed to what they promise.

#1 DDoS mitigation systems are expensive

#4 DDoS mitigation vendors cannot/do not reveal
performance parameters

Building a cloud service that is proof against the
largest possible attacks is an expensive business that
requires investment in many data centres, massive
peering capacity and hundreds of scrubbing systems.
In the flood prevention market - the solution price
often reflects the investment made in the mitigation
capability. When it comes to defeating 100Gbps+
attacks, size is important.
Providing this kind of flood defence for a single data
centre might cost a company more than £100,000 a
year. For many mid-market companies, this represents
a significant investment in security to mitigate an
unknown or poorly quantified risk.
A DDoS test costs a fraction of the annual cost of
mitigation. A test can demonstrate to the board what
impact a DDoS attack may have on the business and
thus quantify the need for mitigation. A DDoS test might
be able to quantify the capabilities of existing mitigation
and help inform future investment in additional
mitigation. A DDoS test might reveal that existing
mitigation is not performing as expected, allowing the
company to go back to mitigation vendor, so they meet
contractual obligations.
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DDoS mitigation covers a broad range of techniques
and technologies. Even the lowliest router claims some

#3 DDoS mitigation systems “leak” to avoid false
positives
With a lot of DDoS attack traffic masking itself as
user traffic, the task of mitigation is not always to block,
like traditional defences, but to improve the ratio of
good traffic to bad traffic sufficiently for the system
under attack to cope with it - and continue to deliver
normal service to the legitimate user.

Many mitigation companies, in our experience,
don’t like their infrastructure being tested. This is
understandable – it is a cost to them and they would
be most happy to accept payment for a service that is
then never employed in anger. However, a customer
has every right to ensure that contractual obligations
can be met – in terms of detection, response, and
mitigation capability. Moreover, if the mitigation
company truly wants their solution to be operating at
peak efficiency (system and people/process), then
they should not only accept but actively encourage
regular test programmes alongside the deployment of
their mitigation solution.

#5 DDoS mitigation requires processes to be
followed by staff
DDoS mitigation involves people communicating
– either electronically or by phone. This is especially
true of some ‘on demand’ mitigation solutions which
sometimes require human intervention, and changes
to traffic routing to ‘swing’ mitigation capabilities into

DDoS MITIGATION AND TESTING

place. Until it is employed, a company may not be aware
that the process of mitigation is broken. Staff may not
be aware of who to call, or even what an attack looks
like. A company experiencing a system with degraded
performance may expect IT failure or service provider

#8 DDoS attacks are increasing in frequency,
impact and sophistication

issues as opposed to an attack and may not follow
appropriate response protocol. With DDoS being used
to blind companies to other attack methods, staff needs
to be aware that a DDoS attack may be an indication of
a concurrent penetration or data theft.

threat to business data. However, modern cyber
criminals have found the benefit of blending DDoS with
penetration and data theft in a multi-vector assault.
DDoS attacks have also become more sophisticated
in and of themselves and untested mitigation systems
may no longer offer the protection they once did.

#6 DDoS detection requires monitoring systems
to be tuned
Not all DDoS attacks are easy to spot. The public
perception of DDoS attacks is the high profile ‘flood’
attacks, which are easy to detect. However, a significant
proportion of DDoS attack methods involve techniques
which do not necessarily involve large amounts of data.
These ‘low and slow’ attacks can slip past simple flood
defences because they are designed, to a degree,
to mimic normal user or application behaviour. Some
powerful DDoS mitigation techniques rely on detecting
deviation from normal traffic patterns. This means
the system needs tuning – and a DDoS test can help
immeasurably with this establishment of a baseline
and subsequent tuning process to detect anomalies.

#7 Modern networks and dependencies on public
cloud are increasingly complex
With the rise in server virtualisation, virtual
machines running on non-server devices (like routers),
and virtual network technologies like VLANs and
Q-in-Q – alongside rapid adoption of SaaS and hybrid
cloud architectures, a company’s logical network
architecture and data landscape is complicated
like never before. It is not always clear what
business applications rely on which network devices
or circuits. We have experienced customers who
have learnt a great deal about network dependencies
during a DDoS test – outages in systems that were
considered previously isolated and invulnerable
to attack.

Previously DDoS might threaten an outage but were
considered more of a nuisance rather than a bonafide

#9 ISPs, SaaS companies, and hosting providers
do not always test their
DDOS MITIGATION CAPABILITIES
Many customers make assumptions about their service
provider’s attitude to DDoS and their capability to assist
when a customer is under attack. The economics of
the situation often present the service provider with
the choice between upsetting one customer by turning
them off or upsetting all of their other customers who
are suffering from collateral damage. Any DDoS
mitigation capabilities the ISP does have is often of
limited scale and capability compared to a dedicated
DDoS mitigation company. The lack of specialisation
may mean the ISP or hosting company cannot provide
the level of protection required. A test would confirm
this.

#10 DDoS attacks are infrequent
Although this does not hold true for some customers
in modern times, some of whom experience daily
DDoS attacks, a large proportion of businesses have
very little experience of DDoS attacks. Testing in this
business environment will have a proportionately
higher impact than for those companies who are very
familiar with DDoS attacks.

DDOS TESTING, LEGALITY AND ETHICS
To properly represent the nature of any future DDoS
event, a DDoS test needs to be an actual DDoS attack
in all possible technical regards. So when conducting a
cybersecurity-review.com
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DDoS test, one needs to bear in mind the legal status
of DDoS attacks under UK law.
The Computer Misuse Act (CMA) 1990 was
amended by the Police and Justice Act in 2006.
The CMA specifically outlaws DDoS attacks under

limits the ethical dimensions of conducting the test
somewhat. However, the approach to obtaining and
ensuring proper authorisation, checking the target,
and minimising the risk of collateral damage are all
ethical concerns.

section 3 “Unauthorised acts with intent to impair”.
In any case, almost all testing of any security systems
This makes the matter of authorisation for any DDoS
should be protected under NDA to help manage
test paramount since the intent is, indeed, to impair the
any negative output from the test itself - particularly
target even if it is for good reasons.
vulnerability to certain types of attack, or general
The person contracting for the DDoS attack service
intelligence about the nature and configuration of
needs to have authority from the company. A purchase
customer security systems.
order, having multiple customer stakeholders on a
conference call during the attack and having a finite
TESTING DDOS MITIGATION SYSTEMS
(and short) window for the attack goes a long way to
According to the Worldwide Infrastructure Security
minimise the risk of a disgruntled employee using the
Report (vol. X), only 34% of companies that managed
DDoS test as a means to strike out at the company or
data centres and Internet backbones test their antiowner of the target.
DDoS systems. Perhaps
The company needs to
we should not be surprised.
... WITH RESPECT TO ETHICS;
have authority over the
DDoS medicine can be
target of the attack. In these
worse than the cure and can
UNLIKE PENETRATION TESTING,
days of shared physical
impact a lot of customers
THERE IS NO CHANCE OF AN
infrastructure (VPNs, virtual
and the implication of
servers, VLANs and the ENGINEER CONDUCTING A DDoS TEST testing a DDoS mitigation
like) this might be difficult
system is that you are
COMING INTO CONTACT WITH
to determine with total
launching a DDoS attack
confidence. This raises the
against your infrastructure
CONFIDENTIAL DATA…
problem of a DDoS test
to see what happens.
impairing service for others using infrastructure common
The proportion of UK businesses that are testing
to the target server or network - collateral damage.
their DDoS defences is undoubtedly lower
Errors and misconfigurations during the attack might
than 34%.
lead to a DDoS attack hitting a target other than that
With so many companies relying on devices that
which was intended. Again, stakeholders monitoring
were not designed to defeat DDoS attacks (routers,
the elements of the actual target infrastructure would
firewalls and IDS/IPS) and the broad spectrum of
quickly note attack traffic was not seen when expected
DDoS mitigation techniques employed by devices and
and the test can quickly be stopped and any errors
marketed as “DDoS protection”, the only way to know
corrected.
how a system will behave under attack is to try it.
Jurisdiction requires there to be at least one significant
link with the UK. This would mean that the target of the
DDOS ATTACK TESTING IS NOT THE SAME AS A
DDoS was physically located in the UK, the command
LOAD TEST
and control operator was based in the UK or some other
It is relatively easy to find traffic generator software and
similar connection.
send lots of traffic from one source to a target server or
With respect to ethics; unlike penetration testing,
device. It is also easy to overwhelm most connections
there is no chance of an engineer conducting a DDoS
with traffic. Many servers in the UK are connected with
test coming into contact with confidential data. This
100Mbps or 1Gbps Ethernet bearers, the average
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DDoS attack in 2014 was 7-10Gbps and modern load
generators can create traffic significantly larger than
most company’s primary connectivity capacity.
So what can you learn from a simple overwhelming
load test against a target server?

Even so, activereach has a rigorous policy of
notification of upstream ISPs and Internet exchanges
for DDoS attack tests above a certain size. It is best
practice to notify the ISP of any network testing of this
type in any event.

The only legitimate use for a test of that type and
scale is to see if you are obtaining the degree of cloudbased mitigation that you have contracted for and what
proportion of attack traffic ‘leaks’ through. Care needs to
be taken that the target does not suffer from unexpected
‘overage’ charges from the cloud-based mitigator
for test traffic.
Otherwise, the only lesson learned is that you need
cloud-based mitigation to defeat volumetric attacks and that we already know.
The associated risk is that by creating large flows
of traffic and aiming it at a target, you run the risk
of, not only saturating your connection but also
causing collateral damage upstream of your server,
impacting your immediate service provider and other
connected customers.
So simple large-scale load tests reveal little and can
have serious negative consequences. So DDoS testing
is ideally about something other than that.

It is up to the customer whether to inform any DDoS
mitigation provider. Customers are well-advised to
check whether additional charges may be incurred
from the mitigator for tests. There may be a conflict of
interest if the Internet service provider/hosting provider
is also the company providing DDoS mitigation.
activereach is very comfortable in these situations
meeting the requirements of the customer and fulfilling
the objectives of the test while observing good business
etiquette and good ‘netizenship’.

HOW BIG SHOULD THE TEST BE?
Most network systems have a saturation point at
around 85% of load, above which the system becomes
unstable and prone to shockwaves which lead to
sudden exponential increase in latency (lag spikes).
activereach normally recommends that most typical
corporate customers test their services to, but not
past, 70% of the contracted capacity delivered to the
service. Anything above 70% and the test results can
be obscured by saturation effects - lag spikes caused by
simple overloading, rather than the nature of the DDoS
attack itself. It is also activereach’s traditional approach
to increasing attack intensity in stages, to see which
devices in the chain of communication fail first under
certain attack conditions.
Keeping the attack below the contractual bandwidth
level means that collateral damage to other
customers using shared network elements upstream
will be minimised.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS PRIOR TO
LAUNCHING A DDOS ATTACK TEST
Like any security testing, there are a lot of things to
think about above and beyond the target of the attack
and how big you want the test to be. Here are some of
the other issues that might be worth considering.
Who’s behind the attack? Business would be welladvised to choose their DDoS attack test partner
carefully and make sure they are using appropriate
tools and business processes.
Where is the attack being launched from and what
jurisdiction applies? Launching a DDoS attack is illegal
in many parts of the world (including the UK). In others
the legal status is less clear. DDoS testing is less
regulated than Penetration Testing, and an effective
DDoS attack must come from many geographical areas
otherwise it won’t be appropriately representative of
an actual attack. Attacks from some parts of the world
are more expensive to launch because of the cost of
connectivity and bandwidth in those locations (e.g.,
Africa and South America).
Regardless, any DDoS testing organisation must
take care about the contractual authority to test, the
ownership and responsibility for the target of the
test and the limits of the testing. Verification of order
documentation and ownership of the assets being
tested are also required as is indemnity for impacts
on customers - if live/production servers and systems
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DDoS Testing Platform in Operation.
are being tested. Confirmation of target IP addresses
is crucial to avoid errors and inadvertent attacks on
the wrong target. Constant communication during the
attack is advised as is the ability to stop the attack on
demand at any time during the test.
Collateral damage may involve not only direct
disruption of the targeted services, but also

as possible with common network devices and
configurations in place. activereach’s testing protocols
can provide a ‘sacrificial lamb’ of a target virtual server
that can be installed behind the mitigation and act as a
target for the DDoS test if required.
The scope of the test should include the frequency,
duration and, critically, timing of the test patterns. This

consumption of resources on networks upstream of
the target, or using shared physical network elements.
There is also the risk of indirect damage caused by
attempts to mitigate or solve the issues caused by the
attack by someone who has not been informed that the
attack is taking place.
While the potential damage caused by a short
fixed duration DDoS attack at 70% of contracted
bandwidth timed to coincide with low-traffic window
is unlikely to be high, the nature of an effective
DDoS test is to find the limits of the systems, people
and processes in place to improve overall defence
posture against future unscheduled and unlimited
attacks.
The selected servers and systems, ideally, should
not have live transactions at the time of the test, but
should be as similar to the live system being tested

has to sit alongside the list of people to be notified
before the test, and those involved in the test directly
with responsibility for the systems or devices being
tested. Notifications to upstream network providers are
standard best practice, and the testing provider should
have a policy of notifying upstream ISPs, mitigation
providers and peering points for DDoS attacks above
a certain size.

AN EXAMPLE TEST PROCESS
The following is an example test process that might
be employed. In any engagement, activereach will
discuss test attack patterns with the customer and
can advise on variations to the kind of test process
described below. This might mean mixing attacks up,
for example, or launching different attacks at different
intensities at the same time.
cybersecurity-review.com
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DURATION

Medium intensity attacks are useful in demonstrating
how system resources are consumed as attack intensity
increases. Tuning of defences and monitoring systems
is easier as the medium intensity attack is easier
to spot compared to low intensity, but less likely to
disable intervening systems that high-intensity attacks.
Customer technical teams often find it interesting how
a DDoS attack manifests itself to their users, which can
FORMAT
aid in swifter diagnostics in future.
All stakeholders identified during the pre-test
High-intensity attacks are useful in identifying
consultation are invited onto a conference call.
vulnerable devices or connections in customer systems
Simultaneously those stakeholders with administration
and enumerating the size of attack (and thus the attacker
responsibilities for equipment that is either in-line for resources) required to bring the target system down. It
the attack, or form part of the customer’s monitoring
can help demonstrate the experience of legitimate users
capabilities log into those devices, or enable monitors. during a DDoS attack and thus help inform customer
The testing engineer also makes available a web
communications and risk assessments. High-intensity
portal that shows the attack monitored from the testing
attacks can also reveal previous unknown dependencies
company’s systems.
in networks where shared
A 90-minute test is
physical network resources
... HIGH-INTENSITY ATTACKS ARE
divided into three test
are not obvious.
patterns; each pattern USEFUL IN IDENTIFYING VULNERABLE
comprises of a five-minute
ATTACK GEOGRAPHY
DEVICES OR CONNECTIONS
test at each of three
The DDoS test platform is
intensities – low, moderate
comprised of any number
IN CUSTOMER SYSTEMS AND
and high. Intensity might
of agents in multiple data
ENUMERATING THE SIZE OF ATTACK centres across the globe
be measured in packet
rate (packets per second
running traffic generation
REQUIRED TO BRING THE TARGET
The overall duration of a typical DDoS test is 90
minutes. This window of testing is suitable for many
businesses. It is long enough to conduct meaningful
tests, yet short enough to fit into a normal business
routine (e.g., maintenance windows), and to maintain
high levels of participant concentration throughout.

or pps) or traffic volume
SYSTEM
(bits per second or bps)
or simply the number of
agents being employed to conduct the test (sessions).
Some customers may find five minutes insufficient
for their monitoring systems to detect and respond.
Longer attack durations might mean breaking the test
into multiple events, or reducing the number of types of
attacks being conducted.
Low-intensity attacks are useful in identifying
whether monitoring systems can identify abnormal
traffic patterns. Attackers use low-intensity attacks to
gather intelligence on target detection and mitigation
capabilities, often weeks in advance of an extortion
demand or an actual attack. They can use the results
to determine the most likely form of DDoS attack to
cause the most damage to the target.
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scripts
coordinated
by
a central command and
control system. The data
centres are located in North America, EMEA and Asia
Pacific region to mimic the broad geographical spread of
many botnets.
There are some DDoS attacks, such as the socalled ‘Great Cannon of China’, which are unusual in
the specific geographical nature of the bots used in the
attack. In that attack, a percentage of browsers that
received Chinese language adverts served from servers
behind the Great Firewall of China received malwarelaced content instead. This converted their browsers
into an ad-hoc botnet of great size. A few customers
may wish to simulate an attack by changing the ratio
of agents from each region – but in general, an even
spread of agents geographically is preferred.

DOWN …
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DDoS tests can also co-opt agents in Africa and
South America, but bandwidth charges in those regions
can be high and the chance of collateral damage is
increased as backbone and peering connections in
certain regions can be significantly smaller.

TYPE OF ATTACK
The nature of attack is determined by the programme
being followed by the agents. At its simplest, the
script can simply generate traffic load, but there are
any number of low-cost online tools that can be used
to do that. Although such traffic could be used as a
DDoS attack in sufficient volume, it is easily detected
and defeated, even by traditional security and network
devices. The power of the DDoS test platform is not only
in the elastic network of agents, but the sophistication
of the scripts available to the testing company.
DDoS testing companies maintain a library of DDoS
attacks that can be drawn on to recreate DDoS attacks
seen in the wild and identified as being potential
weaknesses in the technical systems deployed at
customer sites. Custom scripts can also be developed
to mimic user behaviour on custom applications (not
just web servers – perhaps game or gambling servers,
trading systems or online banking).

Test attack types can vary from the kind of traffic
seen during a reflected attacks (DrDoS), which use
intermediary servers to amplify attack traffic volume
– recently domain name services, network time
services and service discovery protocols have been
used in this way. This is a classic volumetric attack.
There is seldom need to recreate the actual scale
of these attacks because they can easily exceed
100Gbps and the risk of collateral damage is too high.
Also, it would require the use of third party reflection
servers. Instead, it is usual practice to simply directly
simulate the attack traffic seen during a DrDoS replaying what is seen during an attack, rather than
using the exact mechanism for generating a DrDoS.
Testing at lower levels of intensity can ensure the
attack can be detected quickly, and the customer is
aware of how much traffic can be mitigated by their
current defences.
Application attacks can also be recreated. These
mimic user behaviour and often take advantage of
web-based encryption (i.e., SSL), which can hide
the attack from mitigation systems and services.
The difficulty here is ensuring that mitigation can detect
illegitimate traffic from legitimate traffic and minimise
or eliminate false-positives. Aggressive mitigation

Testing Services.
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can impact legitimate users and a test can help
enumerate the risks or poor customer experience.
It is usual to select at least one volumetric and
one application attack – and one other, with the type
determined in consultation with the client. The more
the testing company knows about the mitigation
systems in place, the better the choice of attack might
be to demonstrate something interesting, or previously
unknown about the customer’s security posture.

POST-ATTACK ANALYSIS
Feedback on the entire test process is captured
prior, during, and after the test itself. All stakeholders
contribute their findings. The test engineer collates the
findings and also provides expert insight and analysis
of the results to meet the test’s overall objectives.

USING DDoS TESTS AS PART OF A SECURITY
PROCESS

Although DDoS tests could be one-off events and can
still be helpful in shaping a customer’s approach to
DDoS, unlike some other rarer forms of DoS, does not DDoS mitigation, it is most powerful when incorporated
tend to cause permanent damage to systems. DDoS as a regular event in a company’s security diary.
relies on constant traffic flow to deny the service to
DDoS attack techniques are changing rapidly, and
legitimate users. If the flow of traffic is cut off, any
the customer’s increasing dependency on public cloud
system that was under attack
or 3rd party networks outside
should return to normal
... EVEN IF COMPLIANCE DOES NOT the corporate perimeter may
operation within seconds.
be increasing the overall
Sometimes certain devices DICTATE REGULAR DDOS TESTING, risks associated with DDoS
may need to be rebooted to
IT CAN BE A STRONG INDICATOR attacks. Regular DDoS tests
restore service.
can also allow a company
TO AUDITORS, INVESTORS AND
The
test
platform
to identify where detection
command and control system
and mitigation systems need
CUSTOMERS THAT A COMPANY
has an emergency stop that
tuning to protect legitimate
TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY TO
instructs all co-opted agents
traffic, or need reinforcement
to cease sending attack
or increased capacity to deal
SERVICE AVAILABILITY VERY
traffic. This command takes
with current threat levels.

EMERGENCY STOP

SERIOUSLY…
about ten seconds to execute
Even if compliance does
and for the agents to cease.
not dictate regular DDoS
Although not used that often,
testing, it can be a strong
customers like the comfort of knowing that the attack
indicator to auditors, investors and customers that a
traffic can be stopped at any time during the test.
company takes its responsibility to service availability
very seriously.
MID-ATTACK ANALYSIS

After each five-minute attack instance, the testing
engineer will halt the attack traffic and there will be
an opportunity for the stakeholders to reveal what
they observed, and discuss the test – perhaps ask
questions to clarify understanding or check what
the next step of the test will be. This can change the
nature or intensity of future tests within certain bounds
(an increase of intensity may not be possible without
going back to planning phase to ensure that collateral
damage is minimised).
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DDoS TEST PRICING
The price of a DDoS test depends on several factors
that are discussed with clients during a consultation
process. This includes, but is not limited to; time of day
the attack is conducted, number of agents co-opted
into the test, maximum intensity of the required attack.
However, a test is a small fraction of the annual cost
of effective mitigation systems and can be a useful tool
to ensure that value for money is being obtained from
the mitigation company.
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OVERAGE

ABOUT ACTIVEREACH

Mitigation companies often ensure they more than
cover their costs by charging a customer for the size
of attack they are mitigating. This is called an overage
charge. It makes sense from the supplier’s point of
view because the cost of the infrastructure to defeat
flood attacks is proportional to its absolute mitigation
capacity. However, for a customer, it is unsatisfying
that an attacker can determine the scale of charges
the customer incurs. Attackers may select simple
volumetric attacks simply to cause the customer
grief, rather than a more subtle low and slow attack.
It almost doesn’t matter whether the mitigation works
or not.
Overage is also a problem for DDoS testing
companies because of the chance that a test may
incur overage charges from the mitigator. Customers
are well-advised to check their contract with the
mitigation company, or have a conversation with them
about appropriate levels of testing – and ensure that
any new contract with the mitigator includes clauses
to allow the customer to conduct reasonable tests
without incurring additional charges.

activereach is a leading provider of Internet,
networking, voice and security solutions delivered
through the cloud, managed services, software and
appliances. For organisations faced with today’s
complex IT challenges, activereach provides a unique
consultative approach with solutions based on best of
breed products and services.
activereach has helped hundreds of businesses
across the UK, Europe & Middle East – ranging
from FTSE 500 enterprises and financial institutions
to retailers and SMEs – manage and secure their
network infrastructures, voice & data communications
and critical information assets.
Operating
across activeNETWORKS and activeDEFENCE
technology divisions, activereach is headquartered
near London, UK.
activereach is the UK’s leading company in DDoS
testing and provides a wide range of security solutions,
including DDoS mitigation services for customers in
the private and public sector.
For more information, please visit www.activereach.net

CONCLUSIONS
DDoS tools now regularly being used by cyber
criminals to distract companies from data theft or
other security attacks. DDoS testing should be
used by businesses alongside penetration tests,
vulnerability assessments and phishing simulations.
This will reduce the expected loss from security
systems and processes that fail to cover all forms of
modern threats, which are increasingly being blended
together.
DDoS testing requires a new set of tools, processes
and understanding to implement properly. Companies
that are contracted to provide penetration tests and/
or vulnerability assessments are not necessarily
focused enough to provide a simulation that stretches
mitigation enough. Legal and technical pitfalls exist
that make it important to engage with a professional
organisation that is familiar with the necessary scoping
and ethical concerns of launching volumetric attacks of
this nature. ■
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THE 8TH INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE & HLS EXPO

Contact us now for more details
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CYBER SECURITY REVIEW

Cyber Security Review editorial team would like to invite government departments,
intergovernmental organisations, researchers, academics and industry experts to
contribute their articles, case studies, research papers and opinion pieces. We are looking
for both theoretical and practice based non-promotional editorial contributions.* Full list of
editorial topics is available at www.cybersecurity-review.com/editorial
All enquiries and articles should be submitted by e-mail
to: editorial@deltabusinessmedia.com

*Fees apply for publication of articles submitted by commercial and for-profit organisations. All articles are subject to editor’s approval.
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Presenting the 13th

International Conference on Cyber
8th-9th
Warfare and Security
ICCWS 2018

March
2018

Washington
D.C

Now in its 13th year the International Conference on Cyber Warfare and
Security (ICCWS 2018) will take place in Washington DC, USA at the National
Defence University on the 8th-9th March. ICCWS attracts a combination of
academic scholars, military personnel and practitioners from around the world.
Over the years the Conference has been attended by a variety of security and
military organisations including the Cyber Security Policy Research Institute,
more than 10 national defence colleges including NATO, SHAPE etc.

Readers of the Cyber Security Review can claim a 20% discount from the
conference registration fee using the code MKTP20 when prompted at the
checkout.

For more information visit:
http://www.academic-conferences.org

SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO 2017

SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO 2017:
AN INTERNATIONAL PLATFORM FOR GLOBAL SECURITY

UK’s leading national security event returns to London in May with a programme created
to help those tasked with keeping nations, assets and businesses safe.
By Adam Craig, Tom Housden, Thomas Derrick - Storm Communications

T

errorism has become part of everyday life. Over
the past 12 months, Europe has experienced
some the deadliest attacks in its history and the threat
level remains high worldwide.
One of the main issues facing global security
professionals today is the breakup of the so-called
Islamic State’s ‘caliphate’. Following the liberation
of Mosul and the assault on Raqqa, it is becoming
increasingly likely that terrorists from more than 80
countries will begin to return to their home countries.
This represents a new challenge for security
services across Europe. The return of highly trained
and ideologically driven individuals will no doubt further
increase the threat level across Europe.

Those who retain a desire to commit acts of
terrorism will continue to seek new ways to avoid
detection, as we saw in December with the German
Christmas market attack. It means the security
industry must evolve and stay one step ahead
by investing in new technologies and intelligence
solutions that protect critical assets and people from
today’s threats.
In May 2017, Security & Counter Terror Expo
(SCTX) – the UK’s leading national security event for
private and public sector security professionals – will
return with a comprehensive programme designed
to keep attendees one step ahead of those intent on
committing terrorist acts.
cybersecurity-review.com
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technology providers. Visitors to SCTX 2017 will find
a plethora of new solutions, equipment and services
designed to assist critical national infrastructure
protection, border control, cyber security, major events,
offender management, policing and counter terrorism,
and the emergency services.
David Thompson, Event Director, said: “The terrorist
threat is changing almost daily; this creates countless
issues for security professionals. SCTX is an essential
platform, it provides a secure environment to source
the latest solutions and define effective strategies to
current threats.
“The 2017 show will showcase the most innovative
technologies and provide those tasked with keeping
nations, assets and businesses safe with a platform to
learn from industry leaders. Ultimately SCTX will help
security professionals remain one step ahead of those
intent on carrying out attacks.”

INNOVATION AT SECURITY & COUNTER
TERROR EXPO

Alongside an exhibition of
more than 350
businesses, experts from across the globe, including
representatives from NATO, Europol, MOD,
Metropolitan Police and critical national infrastructure
organisations, will explore the latest strategies to
prevent, protect and prepare for future attacks.
Taking place at Olympia, London from 3-4 May
2017, SCTX remains the only event that unites
security professionals from all four corners of the
world. Working in partnership with the Department
for International Trade (formerly UKTI), the event is
expected to welcome a record number of delegations,
building upon the 10,000-plus visitors who attended in
2016 from more than 100 countries – including France,
Germany, Japan, Spain, Italy, Brazil, South Korea,
Mexico, UAE, Canada and the US.
The two-day event, aligned with the Home Office’s
seven security capabilities, will showcase the latest
innovations from major supplies, as well as niche
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The exhibition has established itself as an international
hub where the industry elite come together to identify
the security sector’s most significant innovations and
new product launches.
SCTX 2017 will showcase a wide range of product
innovations from more than 350 exhibitors, including
those supplying the latest in drone and counter drone
technology, virtual reality, surveillance control systems,
high security fencing and much more.
Pelco by Schneider Electric, Airborne Drones UK,
e2v Technologies, Yuneec and GEOQUIP are among
the major multinational companies booked and will join
more than 120 new exhibitors offering cutting edge
services and security solutions to the industry.
First time exhibitor K9 Electronics will be showcasing
its range of Radio Frequency Communications
Jamming systems for both covert and overt operations.
The UK-based company designs and manufactures
jammers that can defeat drones at a range of
five kilometres.
Glenn Darien, Director of K9 Electronics, said: “Our
primary focus is counter terrorism and countering the
potential threats that drones carry. Our systems are

SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO 2017

currently being used in the Middle East, USA and
use the World Counter Terror Congress to develop
South East Asia by various government organisations.
their understanding of where the threats are coming
“At the show, we will be exhibiting our new handheld
from and identify ways that they can be prevented
tactical Drone Jammer Gun made for portable use and
– a unilateral approach is the only way we will stop
the covert, briefcase style Drone Jammer. Both have
future attacks.”
a one kilometre effective Jamming range and are very
The World Counter Terror Congress will feature six
directional ensuring that they will have minimal effect sessions, covering policy and strategy responses to the
on surrounding communications when used correctly.”
changing terror threat; radicalisation, de-radicalisation
Following a successful show last year, Pelco by
and preventing radicalisation; geopolitical security
Schneider Electric is returning to SCTX 2017. The
briefings; encryption, communications and security;
company that specialises in security cameras and
security for critical national infrastructure; and
surveillance systems will be
emerging terror networks and
demonstrating
its
leading
tactics.
... THE FREE-TO-ATTEND
VideoXpert video management
Among those confirmed
platform. It will also demonstrate
to speak are Lord Carlile
CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE
its latest camera technologies,
of Berriew CBE, QC; Rob
CONFERENCE AT SCTX WILL Wainwright, Director at Europol;
including Opetra multi imager
cameras and new low light
HOST THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING Dr Jamie Shea, Deputy
static and PTZ ranges.
ASG,
Emerging
Security
FIGURES WHO WILL EXPLORE Challenges Division, NATO;
PREVENTING TERRORISM
THE LATEST CYBER SECURITY Raffaello Pantucci, Director of
AND PROTECTING THE
International Security Studies,
STRATEGIES AND SHARE REAL Royal United Services Institute
WORLD’S CIVILIANS
With 127 counter terrorism
(RUSI); and Thomas Wuchte,
LIFE CASE-STUDIES …
operations taking place in
Head on Anti-Terrorism Issues,
Europe last year, highlighting
Action Against Terrorism Unit,
the sheer scale of the problem facing security
Organisation for Security & Cooperation in Europe
professionals, it has never been more important
(OSCE).
to share expertise and best practice. Security
professionals, law enforcement agencies, government
PROTECTING THE DIGITAL FRONTIER
officials and military will attend the annual World
Cyber security was once again thrust into the
Counter Terror Congress to discuss future threats and
spotlight recently, with Russia’s alleged involvement
define joint responses to national security.
in the US Election. The overall number of
With topics ranging from terrorist funding,
incidents the US experienced the previous year,
counter radicalisation tactics, the emerging threats,
totalled at 77,000, a 1300% increase over the
privacy and technology, 20-plus high ranking officials
last decade.
and academics will lead the congress, providing
The importance of increased cyber security at a
invaluable trends and information to more than
national level is now recognised globally, with the
400 attendees.
UK government creating the National Cyber Security
Richard Walton, the former head of the Met’s Counter
Centre, part of GCHQ, in October 2016.
Terrorism Command (SO15) and now a special adviser
The free-to-attend Cyber Threat Intelligence
to Security & Counter Terror Expo, said: “The threat
Conference at SCTX will host the industry’s leading
facing the UK and other nations is, and will remain,
figures who will explore the latest cyber security
high for the years to come. Security professionals must strategies and share real life case-studies.
cybersecurity-review.com
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Running across two days in partnership with
techUK, the representative body for the UK’s
technology industry, the programme will feature
the NCSC Chief Executive, Ciaran Martin,
who will provide a keynote address on the current
and future threat in cyber space and how prepared

SAFEGUARDING CRITICAL NATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

the UK is.
Other speakers confirmed for the conference
include Peter Wood, CEO, First Base Technologies;
Nader Heinen, Regional Director, Advanced Security
Assurance Advisory, BlackBerry; Ron Gregory,
Estates & Facilities Compliance Manager, Northern
Lincolnshire and Goole NHS Foundation Trust; and
Jenny Radcliffe aka ‘The People Hacker’.
Talal Rajab, techUK’s Head of Programme, Cyber,
National Security, said: “The cyber terrorism threat
grows immeasurably year-on-year and we as an
industry, must grow, adapt and react in equal measure.
The Cyber Threat Intelligence Conference at Security
& Counter Terror Expo provides the opportunity to
learn from and meet with some of the key figures in
the sector addressing the most important issues
we face today.”

safe from attack in the western world and everyday life
could be disrupted at any time. Security professionals
therefore must look at the best way of protecting
communications networks, the emergency services,
energy plants, financial institutions, governments,
health services, transport links and natural resources.
The Critical National Infrastructure & Business
Resilience conference will aim to aid public and private
entities to identify, assess, prioritise, and protect critical
infrastructure and key resources. Allowing them to
mitigate deliberate efforts to incapacitate or exploit a
nation’s CNI.
The conference will feature a series of presentations
from experts on how to protect CNI and business, citing
real life examples and case studies and instructing how
to create effective strategies utilising cyber, physical
security and staff.
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In addition to securing the ever-expanding cyber space,
protecting national infrastructure and businesses is
critical for the effective running of nations. Terrorist
groups want to propagate the notion that no one is

SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO 2017

SECURING BORDERS AND
TRANSPORT HUBS
Running alongside the Critical
National
Infrastructure
&
Business Reliance and Cyber
Threat Intelligence conference,
the Border & Transport Security
Conference will focus on the
most critical issues facing
borders and transport hubs.
Devastating
attacks
on
transport hubs such as Atatürk
international airport in Turkey
and attacks on Brussels airport
and metro station, as well as
the mass movement of people
throughout the world, poses
serious problems for security
professionals – with borders
being exploited by those
seeking to do us harm.
The free-to-attend Border & Transport Security
Conference will allow fellow practitioners to share
best practice and explore the latest capabilities for
secure border and transport management. Visitors will
be able to hear from the likes of Bart van Hofwegen,
Chief Security National Tactical Command, Ministry of

New to the event for 2017,
Security & Counter Terror Expo
will be partnering with DSEI –
the world leading defence and
security event – to launch the
Counter IED Zone. As well as
showcasing best practice in
reducing the threat of IEDs,
live demonstrations will enable
EOD, CIED, CBRNe, Defence,
Law Enforcement, CT and
Security professionals identify
new strategies to disarm and
detect
devices.
Exhibitors
featuring in the Counter IED
Zone include Bomb-Jammer,
MIB-Electronic, ISSEE and
Medeng.
Duncan Reid, Event Director
of the DSEI, said: “The addition
of the Counter IED Zone at
SCTX serves to highlight the changing nature of
terrorism. The threat is multifaceted and the security
industry must seek out innovations that will help them
detect and prevent attacks. This element of the show
will help mitigate future threats and help personnel
respond more effectively.”

Defence of the Netherlands; Jirí Celikovský, Head of
Unit for Coordination of Schengen Cooperation and
Border Control, Department for Asylum and Migration
Policy, Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic;
Peter O’Broin, Director, Airport Operator’s Association;
and many more.

Security & Counter Terror Expo 2017 will be
co-located with Ambition – the EPRR Expo – and
Forensics Europe Expo. To register to attend
the event or for further information, please visit
http://www.counterterrorexpo.com/ ■

WITNESS CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Security & Counter Terror Expo is the event for
professionals from the public and private sectors
tasked with protecting against terrorism and delivering
effective security strategies. It consists of a free-toattend exhibition, workshops, demonstrations and
a high-level paid for conference. It takes places at
Olympia, London from 3 – 4 May 2017.
For more information, please contact Storm
Communications on 020 7240 2444 or SCTX@
stormcom.co.uk

Public and private sector buyers, influencers and
government delegations from across the globe will
attend SCTX to enhance their current and future
security capabilities.
At Advanced Technologies Live, visitors will be
able to see and hear more about innovative solutions
through a series of live demonstrations. Attendees can
view the latest products from the likes of Aeraltronics,
dataminr and Aaronia.

ABOUT SECURITY & COUNTER TERROR EXPO
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CALL FOR PAPERS

CYBER SECURITY REVIEW
The Cyber Security Review editorial team would like to invite government departments, intergovernmental
organisations, researchers, academics and industry experts to contribute their articles, case studies,
research papers and opinion pieces.
We are looking for both theoretical and practice-based non-promotional editorial contributions.
Only original, so far not published articles are accepted.
All enquiries and articles should be submitted by email to: editorial@deltabusinessmedia.com
For more information please visit: http://cybersecurity-review.com/editorial
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HELD UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HIS MAJESTY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL KHALIFA

معرض ومؤتمر الدفاع الدولي البحرين
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Bahrain International Defence
Exhibition & Conference
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